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Give your bathroom  
a facelift.
MIRRORS • SHOWER DOORS • SHOWER ENCLOSURES

LeeAndCatesGlass.com

CELEBRATING           YEARS             
COMMUNITY NEWS
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READ MORE ON PAGE 20
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WE GOT THE BEAT
More than 140 guests attended The San 
Jose Episcopal Day School Gala & 
Fundraiser. Over $76,000 was raised 
during this incredible night celebrating 
and coming together for the first in-person 
gala since the start of the pandemic. 
The energy was high, the music was 
loud, and the sense of community was 
strong all night long. There was a live 
and silent auction to benefit the schools’ 
programs and offerings.  

Cathedral Arts 
Project celebrates 
its top donors

Cathedral Arts Project continues to raise its bar, as a nationally 
recognized nonprofit with a proven model for student achievement, 
the organization continues to foster the creative spirit in children. 
The underserved areas of any city require thougthful programs to 
include more students in arts education, as creative exploration 
helps supplement the learning and brain power of tomorrow’s 
leaders.

CAP continues to be an outstanding provider of quality visual 
and performing arts instruction for school-aged children in Northeast 
Florida, thanks to the generosity of a thoughtful core of donors 
and corporate sponsors. 

READ MORE ON PAGE 32

WWine ine DDownown

MAY 8TH

COMMUNITY SOLIDARITY BUILT BY BRINGING LIKE-MINDS TOGETHER

Support for for the historic preservation of one of Jacksonville’s finest neighborhoods runs strong thanks to patrons (back row) Tracy Thompson, Jr., Chris Oetjen, Rachelle Jivoin, Kate Raulerson, 
Jaclyn Conatser, Blair Mitchelson and Jason Rodriguez with (in front) Abbi Furnas, Rachelle Sutton, Lindsay Mitchelson and Aimee Kane who were enjoying Davin Park along their stroll through San 
Marco’s top parks during Wine Down in the Parks, April 23. 

Event chair Beth Jennison with Stephanie Cost, guest speaker Linda Stein and CAP President & CEO, The Rev. Kimberly Hyatt

Patrons realize importance of education in the arts
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Tina Mattucci
904-710-3641

tinam@cbvfl.com

Ed Akers
904-651-6676

edakers@cbvfl.com

Sonia De Los Santos
954-439-5208

sonia@cbvfl.com

Glenn Guiler
904-707-7712

glennjg@cbvfl.com

904-651-6676
3610 St Johns Ave, Jacksonville, FL 32205

www.edsellsjax.com

13825 Goodson Place - $360,000
4 BR / 2 BA / 1,675 SF / Lake View

Listed by Sonia De Los Santos / 954-439-5208

UNDER CONTRACT

7745 Deerwood Point Court - $575,000
4 BR / 2 BA / 2,505 SF / 2 Car Garage/ Water Views

Listed by Edmund Akers / 904-651-6676

UNDER CONTRACT

2703 Holly Point Road East - $2,8750,000
5 BR / 7 BA / 5,860 SF / 2.4 Acres

Listed by Edmund Akers / 904-651-6676

ST JOHNS RIVER WATERFRONT ESTATE

2970 St. Johns Avenue, Unit 1B - $329,000
2 BR / 2 BA / 1,480 SF/ Balcony River View

Listed by Tina Mattucci / 904-710-3641

UNDER CONTRACT 2 0 2 1  M u lt i - M i l l i o n  D o l l a r  P r o d u c e r s

With Over 30 Years Experience,  
We ARE  that will find your next Forever Home!Luxury & Historic Home Specialists

I just wanted to reach out and say how much I look forward to reading the Animal House column in 
The Resident Community News. I love and appreciate how Julie Garmendia highlights those groups 
and individuals in our community who work every single day helping animals in need. Duval has 
some of the most compassionate citizens when it comes to helping local homeless animals and 
wildlife. We are lucky to have some notable large animal welfare agencies, several smaller rescue 
organizations, wildlife rehabilitators, compassionate veterinarians, and several individuals who will 
stop and help an animal in need. There is a saying in the animal community that "it takes a village" 
and Duval has one of the best around and I thank you for being part of it.

Thanks so much,
Jill Mero 

San Marco is growing, but at what cost? In line with a nation-wide boom in development, the City 
of Jacksonville’s Planning Department has been inundated with permit requests, and they are 
experiencing a backlog of applications. 

This past January, a permit application for new construction at 1010 Sorrento Road was submitted, 
even though the design was for a home that was substantially over the 35% maximum lot coverage 
established by the San Marco Overlay. The Overlay was specifically designed to protect the historic 
charm and character of our neighborhood and to prevent overbuilding by implementing standards 
that govern development related to height, lot coverage and property setbacks. One must question 
what weight does it carry if it is not enforced?

The San Marco Overlay originated approximately 20 years ago when San Marco was experiencing 
a similar development boom. Homeowners and developers were trying to overbuild on properties 
that failed to keep in mind the neighborhood’s historical scale. The result was a neighborhood 
overlay created by concerned neighbors and city leaders wherein the zoning code laid out specific 
limitations while avoiding the creation of a formal historic district. It emerged as a middle ground 
where the historical scale of the neighborhood would be protected while leaving aesthetic decisions 
up to the individual property owner.

As a result of the lax enforcement of the overlay, we continue to face permitted overbuilding even 
though the San Marco Overlay was designed for this very purpose. 

Regarding the recent demolition of 1010 Sorrento Road, a building permit was applied for on 
Monday, January 17th and two days later, January 19th, the Planning Department preliminarily 
approved the plans. On Friday, January 21, the existing bungalow was demolished. Following an 
inquiry by the San Marco Preservation Society on the status of the permit application, the Planning 
Department immediately revoked the permit upon discovering that the plans called for a home with 
47% lot coverage, well beyond the 35% limit and totally out of character with the neighborhood. 

Currently, the homeowners have the option to apply for an Administrative Deviation to allow for 
the increased lot coverage of 47%. If they apply, there will be a public hearing. Typically, Administrative 
Deviations are reserved for situations where the outcome is in the public interest. However, this 
deviation is in direct conflict with the Zoning Code and the San Marco Overlay, as well as the public 
interest, and therefore should not be granted. 

Again, why have a zoning code if it is not enforced?

Signed,
Concerned Sorrento Road Neighbors and San Marco Residents 

Upon contacting the SMPS prior to print, The Resident Community News received this statement:
Should the applicants decide to seek an Administrative Deviation, there will be a public hearing, and 
signs will be posted at the lot. The San Marco Preservation Society is involved in these proceedings 
and has offered to communicate updates. To stay up-to-date on upcoming public hearings, subscribe 
to SMPS emails at smpsjax.com.

EDITORtoLETTER
When the Wine Cellar restaurant at 1314 Prudential Drive closed on Oct. 16 
after serving customers on downtown’s Southbank for 47 years, many wondered 
what would take its place. Six months later, John Nagy and his wife, Karen 
Belloit Thomas, answered those questions with the announcement that they 
will operate the 4,200-square-foot restaurant as the City Grille and Raw Bar.

The new restaurant will focus on high-quality ingredients including raw-food 
cuisine, in addition to steaks and other seasonal specialties. An extensive wine 
list from wine regions around the world will make use of the Wine Cellar’s 
distinctive wall-long wine rack. The restaurant plans to open in the fall with 
lunch and dinner six days a week and the possibility of a Saturday and Sunday 
brunch.

Belloit Thomas and Nagy, who live in Avondale, also own Eleven South 
restaurant at Jacksonville Beach and 3 Palms Grille at Ponte Vedra Beach. Together 
they have more than 50 years of restaurant experience. Belloit Thomas operated 
The Filling Station Café, which was located around the corner from the former 
Wine Cellar on Hendricks Avenue, from 1987 until she sold it in 1994.

City Grille and Raw Bar coming to former 
home of Wine Cellar on Southbank

The Resident is a monthly newspaper mailed to homeowners in Riverside, Avondale, Ortega, Murray Hill, San Marco, San Jose and St. Nicholas. For advertising information please call 904.388.8839. Editorial submissions are welcome, but subject to editing at the publisher’s discretion. Facts and statements expressed in the editorial content are not necessarily those of The Resident.  
All content is copyrighted and may not be reprinted, copied or reproduced without written permission from the publisher. ©2021. Locally Owned and Operated.
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Submit a photo of your yard and win $100 gift card to one of many 
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Tickets purchased for this chance drawing benefit  
Wolfson Children’s Hospital

WolfsonBassTournament.com

——————— TITLE SPONSORS ———————

MAY 19 - 21, 2022
PALATKA CITY DOCKS

Win  
this boat!

Courtesy of Bullet Boats and Mercury Marine

Presented by:

—————— GRAND SPONSORS ——————

WCH 40433 Bass Tournament 2022 RN Ad_v04.indd   1WCH 40433 Bass Tournament 2022 RN Ad_v04.indd   1 4/20/22   4:06 PM4/20/22   4:06 PM
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Securities offered through United Planners Financial Services, Member FINRA, SIPC.  
Advisory services offered through CAPITAL DIMENSIONS. Capital Dimensions and United Planners are not affiliated.

There Are Reasons For 
optimism When Investing…
There Are Reasons For 
optimism When Investing…

IRAs • Education Planning • Mutual Funds 
Insurance • Retirement Planning  

Certificates of Deposit • Bonds • Stocks

Capital
Dimensions
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Securities offered through Linsco Private Ledger (LPL) Member FINRA/SIPC.

Steve Hyers,
ChFC, CLU
2120 University Blvd. W. 
Jacksonville, FL 32217
904.730.3877

According to the Northeast Florida Association 
of Realtors, while sellers remained firmly in 
the driver’s seat by the end of the first quarter 
of 2022, several factors point toward a more 
moderate and stabilizing real estate market 
coming to Northeast Florida. NEFAR’s April 
report showed a combined total of 2,676 homes 
were available at the end of March — 7.5% 
fewer than February.

“The upside is the number of new listings is 
3,144, up 14% in March compared to February,” 
said Mark Rosener, NEFAR’s president. “This 
trend should continue over the next several 
months, which will make it a little easier for 
buyers to find a home that meets their needs.”

Rosener said the additional inventory may 
be due to older millennials seeking to improve 
on their residences. 

“There are signs that older millennials are 
looking to upgrade or upsize from their current 
homes, which is creating some additional 
inventory in first-time homebuyer price 
ranges,” he said. “However, these listings are 
quickly absorbed by the younger millennials 
who are looking to purchase a home for the 
first time.”

The combined median sales price of single-
family homes, townhouses, and condos in 
Northeast Florida in March was $350,000 with 

single-family homes alone climbing to $370,050, 
a 4.7% increase. Meanwhile, the median sales 
price of single-family houses, condos, and 
townhomes combined was $350,000, a 4.5% 
increase over February and a 25% increase 
from last year at this time.

“The moderate month-over-month increase 
is in line with the median price trend since 
November of 2021 and is more evidence that 
pricing in our market is beginning to return 
to a more stabilized level. Increasing mortgage 
interest rates are now putting pressure on the 
home affordability index that dipped to 92 
over the region in March, Rosner said. 

The index measures whether or not a typical 
family earns enough income to qualify for a 
mortgage loan on a typical home at the national 
and regional levels based on the most recent 
price and income data. A value of 100 means 
that a family with the median income has 
exactly enough income to qualify for a mortgage 
on a median-priced home.

According to NEFAR, sales remained brisk 
with only 15 days on the market as the median, 
a 7% increase from this time last year.

“Homes that closed or are under contract 
pending a closing are in line with historic 
seasonal trends with closed sales up 22.5% 
over closings in February and pending sales 
up 4.3%, Rosener said. “When compared to 
March of 2022, both closed and pending sales 
are down considerably as the first quarter of 
2021 was inflated by pent up demand created 
by the COVID pandemic. All these factors 

continue to point to a slow movement toward 
a more moderate and stabilizing real estate 
market in Northeast Florida.”

Missy Cady-Kampmeyer, a real estate 
advisor with Compass realty company in 
Jacksonville, still feels like this is the time  
to buy. 

“Interest rates have gone up and it is still a 
seller’s market, but it is also a buyer’s market 
because the rates are still much lower than 
they were years ago,” said Cady-Kampmeyer. 

“The main problem is not lack of inventory; it 
is a surplus of buyers. To be successful in getting 
the home they want, buyers need to ask the 
seller questions about what is most important 
to them and be flexible in meeting the seller’s 
needs.”

She shared the example of a seller who may 
not have extra money to make repairs before 
selling the house.

“The buyer’s agent can include an offer for 
the buyer to deduct the anticipated cost of 
repairs from the purchase price,” she said. 

Cady-Kampmeyer also cautioned that “cash 
doesn’t always rule.”

“One reason why sellers tend to prefer all-cash 
offers is because those deals close more quickly. 
A cash sale can be turned over in a seven to 10 
days. Closing on a mortgage may take 30 days 
or longer,” she said.

“I encourage the seller to consider whether 
they can wait the additional days to get the 
same amount of money. I would rather sell a 
house to a family than an investor, assuming 
the offer is the same. The seller will have the 
satisfaction of putting a family in a home. It’s 
better for the neighborhood too.”

NEFAR reports that, in Duval County, the 
March median price of single-family housing 
was $330,000, up 6.5% since February 2022. 
The median days on the market was 15, with 
41.8% of sales closing above asking price and 
100.7% of sellers receiving list price. Active 
inventory for the county was 1,184 homes, a 
decrease of 10.5% from last month and slightly 
less than a one-month supply. The Home 

Affordability Index registered at 98, down 5.8% 
from February.

“Thirty-three percent of homes in the Riverside/
Avondale/Ortega are selling for over list price. 
We have 1.4 months-worth of inventory in our 
historic area, which is well under the six months 
that constitutes a stable market. The market 
remains highly competitive for buyers, but not 
impossible,” said Heather Buckman, who is 
the broker/owner of Cowford Realty & Design 
in Avondale. “Escalatory clauses, appraisal 
gaps, shortened inspection periods, free 
leasebacks for sellers — these are all tactics 
that are being used with success.”

“There is a lot of speculation right now about 
the market and whether it will crash. No one 
can tell the future, but we can say that none 
of the major economists are predicting any 
crash,” she said. 

“For buyers who are wanting to wait until 
things slow down, that's a bit of a gamble. 
Housing values are projected to continue to 
rise, and interest rates are also rising, so not 
only will the same house today cost more 
tomorrow, but the cost to finance that purchase 
will also be higher,” said Buckman. 

“For sellers, it's a different challenge. Many 
sellers say that they would love to tap into the 
equity of their home, but don’t know where 
they would move,” she said. “One strategy for 
sellers is to incorporate a lease-back into the 
sale of their home, where they essentially 
become renters in their own home on closing 
day, so that they can then go find something 
to buy without a contingency to sell their home.”

“Although there has been a slight uptick, 
inventory of homes for sale remains historically 
low. Most of the data we have seen from 
trustworthy sources like Core Logic, Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac forecasts that home 
prices will increase another 6.7% this year,” 
Josh Cohen, managing broker/coach of Berkshire 
Hathaway HomeServices Florida Network 
Realty, said.

Trends point to market stabilization
Buying still remains highly competitive despite low inventory

BY KAREN RIELEY 
Resident Community News

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5 ...

Professionalism Integrity Experience
“Jon and his team did a 

phenomenal job selling our 
Nocatee home and helping us 
buy a fantastic brick Colonial 

in St Nicholas! That’s the 
third sale our family has had 
with the Singleton Team, so 
we’ve told all of our friends 

they’ve got to give them 
a call!”  ~ Jessie & Alex

Susan Hopkins, Jon Singleton and Katherine Wohlers - Watson Realty Corp.
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WWW.THESINGLETONTEAM.COM | (904) 226-3480

A CITY ONLY GETS 
ONE BICENTENNIAL

COMMEMORATE THE DAY
JUNE 11, 2022 STREET FESTIVAL

& FIREWORKS
Downtown

NOON TO 10:30 PM

For details, visit jax200.org

Register for 

free event at

EventBrite Donate to theBicentennialBell
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“The market remains super competitive and 
multiple offers at all price points are the norm. 
Buyers have many options they can implement 
to ensure success and make their offer stand 
out to the seller. Professional consultation is 
vital,” he said. 

Cohen suggested that if the property appraises 
for less than the offer price, the buyer can agree 
to cover a gap between the appraisal and the 
agreed upon purchase price. 

“We recommend a cap dollar amount over 
the appraised value not to exceed the purchase 
price. The buyer can offer to pay all or a portion 
of the seller’s closing cost. This increases the 
sellers’ net profit without inflating the purchase 
price and could reduce concerns about 
 raising value for financing/appraisal.” Cohen 
said.

“If you’re trying to sell your home, make 
sure you have a meaningful discussion with 
your agent on the marketing strategy,” he said. 

“While the agent is getting the property ready 
for showings soon, the agent can put out a 

‘Coming Soon’ sign to get the neighbors talking. 
The agent can also begin showcasing all the 
home’s qualities on social media platforms 
sharing professional photos and video. This 
creates a nice ‘buzz’ and generates positive 
energy on the property.” 

Cohen also advised reviewing best practices 
on how your agent will handle offers. 

“It’s not always in your best interest to have 
a ‘best and final’ bidding process,” he said. 

According to Investopedia, the best and final 
offer in a real estate bid is the most favorable 
terms the buyer is willing to offer the seller for 
the purchase of the property. A seller who 
receives multiple offers will resolve the situation 
by asking each bidder to submit only one offer 
that represents their best and final offer.

“Some buyers don’t want to be in a multiple 
bidding situation and could walk away from the 

property. Their offer that’s on the table could 
be the best scenario and the seller may not want 
to lose that opportunity. That said, every property 
scenario is different. Consult with your agent 
on what’s best for you,” Cohen said.

The most recent PropertyShark study,  
“The Gender Housing Gap Widens: Single 
Women Now Priced Out of 12 More Cities 

Than Men,” reported that Jacksonville is now 
the only larger city in Florida where singles 
can afford to independently buy a starter 
home, with women spending 27% of their 
income on mortgage payments compared to 
men spending 20%.”

“We tell our buyers every day that if they 
have a goal to buy in this market, it may not 

happen on the first offer that they write, but 
with some grit and perseverance, it absolutely 
can be done,” Cohen said. “On the other hand, 
with sellers sitting on record amounts of home 
equity, there has never been a better time to 
present your home to the world. Northeast 
Florida is wonderful, vibrant and growing,” 
he said.

AnitaVining.com 
Riverfront to Oceanfront

cell:  904.923.1511 
office:  904.739.1626

anita@anitavining.com

Make your dream a

©2022 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. 
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of Columbia Insurance Company, a Berkshire Hathaway 
affiliate. Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation.

1983 San Marco Blvd.,  
Jacksonville, FL

$2,750,000
Best Buy Riverfront in 32207 
Exclusively Yours! 6 Bedrooms / 5 Baths / 6,849 Sq. Ft. / MLS#1152777 

1224 Redbud Ln., Jacksonville

$975,000
Unobstructed Northeast views of the St. Johns River! 
3 Bedrooms / 3 Baths / 2,507 Sq. Ft. / MLS#1153898 / 2 storage units, 2 garage spaces, pool, gym, spa + more!

1431 Riverplace Blvd. #2805, Jacksonville

Reality

AVERAGE OF ALL 
7 FORECASTS

CORELOGIC HPES FANNIE MAE MBA FREDDIE MAC NAR ZELMAN

GRAPH PROVIDED BY JOSH COHEN, BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY HOMESERVICES FLORIDA NETWORK REALTY 

HOME PRICE FORECASTS FOR 2022

C A V I A R  C O L L E C T I O N S

M Y  L A G O S  M Y  WAY
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YES! We Do 
CUSTOM DESIGN!

Learn more about our custom jewelry services, like updating 
inherited family jewelry or custom engagement ring design, at 

HARBYJEWELERS.COM

Jacksonville University will open a College of Law in 
downtown Jacksonville in the fall of 2022 supported 
by private funding and a $5 million commitment of 
public investment from Jacksonville Mayor Lenny 
Curry.

The College of Law anticipates an inaugural class 
of 20-30 students with a projected total enrollment 
of 150 students in Fall 2024. It will offer a three-year 
Juris Doctor degree program that is designed to 
prepare graduates for the Florida Bar exam.

“We are proud to partner once again with Mayor 
Curry and the City of Jacksonville to propel northeast 
Florida toward a stronger future,” said Jacksonville 
University President Tim Cost. 

The Jacksonville University College of Law is the 
state’s first new law school in more than 20 years. It 
is Jacksonville University’s fifth college and fifth 
doctoral program.

“Jacksonville is currently the largest city in the U.S. 
that does not have a law school,” said Mayor Lenny 
Curry. “This College of Law will offer a prime opportunity 
for current residents and serve as a magnet to attract 
talent back into our city and our downtown.”

Students will take courses at the university’s 
Downtown Jacksonville location in the VyStar Tower. 
The Duval County Courthouse and its extensive legal 

library are within a 10-minute walk, as are numerous 
legal organizations where students will secure 
externships and mentorship opportunities.

All applicants will be considered for merit scholarships, 
up to $14,400 per year, based on their transcripts from 
previous institutions and LSAT scores. No additional 
application is needed for merit scholarship consideration.

“Jacksonville University continually earns the support 
of the community and its alumni base which will 
ensure the success and prominence of the university’s 
law school graduates,” said Michelle Barnett, partner 
of Alexander, DeGance, Barnett, and immediate past 
president of the Jacksonville Bar Association.

Consistent with accreditation protocol dictated by 
the American Bar Association (ABA), the Jacksonville 
University College of Law will start classes in 2022 
and will begin the accreditation process in the spring 
of 2023 with the Council of the Section of Legal 
Education and Admission to the ABA. The University 
anticipates achieving conditional approval of 
accreditation by the time the first class of students 
graduates in 2024. 

Jacksonville University is fully accredited through 
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC). The University 
holds nine accreditations from national organizations 
serving business, healthcare, the arts, nursing and 
orthodontics.

The University is now accepting applications for 
the College of Law. For more information and to 
apply, visit www.ju.edu/law.

BY KAREN RIELEY 
Resident Community News

Jacksonville University 
launches College of Law at 
its downtown location

Jacksonville University President Tim Cost addresses the audience at the Feb. 28 announcement of the College of Law 
at Jacksonville City Hall.

Jacksonville Mayor Lenny Curry expressed his support for the establishment of the College of Law, calling it "a prime 
opportunity" for the city.
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NOW HIRING NEW & EXPERIENCED AGENTS
JOSH COHEN 
Managing Broker

904-422-2031   
josh.cohen@floridanetworkrealty.com

www.SanMarcoHomes.com | (904) 739-0717

• Exceptional support with the most powerful name in real estate!
•  Personalized coaching sessions with a non-competing broker
•  Agent Development Program for new & experienced agents.
•  Your earning potential is truly limitless in this environment.

Meredith Medvec
NMLSR ID: 1020414
Mortgage Consultant
(904) 610-3356
Meredith.Medvec@phmloans.com
Apply Online: MeredithMedvec.PHMLoans.com

Buying a home?
Contact me to discuss your 

Prosperity Home Mortgage, LLC NMLS# 
75164. (NMLS Consumer Access @ 
www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/)

1224 REDBUD LN • $2,750,000
6 Bed / 4 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 6,849 Sq Ft

927 ARBOR LN • $2,150,000
4 Bed / 3 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 3,514 Sq Ft

715 RIO LINDO DR • $1,495,000
4 Bed / 4 Bath / 5,167 Sq Ft

1501 DUCK BLIND DR • $525,000
4 Bed / 2 Bath / 2,113 Sq Ft

4439 GOODBYS HIDEAWAY DR N • $360,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,711 Sq Ft

6727 EPPING FOREST WAY N • $800,000
4 Bed / 3 Bath / 3,140 Sq Ft

9652 PRICE PARK DR • $564,000
5 Bed / 3 Bath / 3,012 Sq Ft

64 SORRELL CT • $800,000
5 Bed / 4 Bath / 3,271 Sq Ft

13748 MANDARIN RD • $2,000,000
4 Bed / 4 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 3,936 Sq Ft

2209 RIVER RD • $2,055,720
4 Bed / 4 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 4,158 Sq Ft

4431 SAN JOSE BLVD • $435,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,416 Sq Ft

12917 LUDO RD • $345,000
3 Bed / 2 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 1,545 Sq Ft

Billie Bernhardt
REALTOR®

904-710-1550

CeCe Cummings
REALTOR®

904-434-9777

Lee Sheftall Elmore
REALTOR®

904-699-4503

Dee Burnett
REALTOR®

904-923-4073

Liz Bobeck
REALTOR®

904-210-6399

Beverley Brooke
REALTOR®

904-910-2782

Kimberly Waterhouse
REALTOR®

904-742-8889

Heather Creel 
REALTOR®

904-631-4800

Shannon Gullion 
REALTOR®

904-686-4312

Elizabeth Loftin
REALTOR®

904-477-0219

Paula Sheldrick 
REALTOR®

720-475-0416

Clay Hall 
REALTOR®

904-729-5363

Linda Ohlrich 
REALTOR®

904-449-9257

Jim VanSoest 
REALTOR®

904-713-7000

The O’Steen Group 
REALTOR®

904-465-1706

Lisa Ly Nguyen
REALTOR®

904-755-1911

Margee Michaelis
REALTOR®

904-614-6949

JulioCesar Mendez
REALTOR®

904-304-5458

Camilo Ramirez
REALTOR®

954-805-0428

Kathy Suber
REALTOR®

904-509-0587

Helen Willoughby
REALTOR®

904-655-8232

Anne Marie McGowan 
Corpora – REALTOR®

904-759-1647

Anita Vining
REALTOR®

904-923-1511

Jane Slater
REALTOR®

904-333-3883

Susan Tuohy
REALTOR®

904-707-6548 

Zackery Williams
REALTOR®

904-962-5479

Heather Cosgrove
REALTOR®

904-903-8993

Melissa Keyes & Bronwen 
Krause, REALTORS®

904-616-6425 / 616-6523

Genni Jett
REALTOR®

904-802-0820

Leslie Fraleigh
REALTOR®

904-705-6464

Linda Maxwell & Sarah 
Leuthold, REALTORS®

904-534-7253 / 233-5533

Joy Walker
REALTOR®

904-699-4417

Caroline Powell & Allison 
Steilberg, REALTORS® 

904-463-1898 / 252-5181

Heather Riley
REALTOR®

904-993-4483

Jane Owen
REALTOR®

904-502-1406

Tracy Thompson
REALTOR®

904-445-8170

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

SO
LD

“A Home is one of the most important assets that most people will ever buy. Homes are also where 
memories are made and you want to work with someone you can TRUST.”

- Warren Buffet, Chairman and CEO, Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY  
HOMESERVICES ON

SO
LD
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The U.S. House of Representatives passed a 
bill on March 31, 2022, to limit the out-of-
pocket cost of insulin to $35 per month for 
those with health insurance. As it heads to 
the Senate late April for additional debate, 
critics of this bill argue that the bill does not 
bring down the actual cost of insulin, thereby 
doing nothing to benefit the uninsured. Two-
thirds of the uninsured end up having to pay 
the high retail price per vial of insulin, a 
harrowing cost with which downtown resident 
and former Miss Jacksonville Megan O’Kelley 
is all too familiar.

“My body doesn’t produce any insulin, and 
I can’t do anything about that, but now I’m 
stuck with the bill at the end of the month,” 
said O’Kelley. “When I was between jobs, I 
was looking at $2,000 for a month’s supply. I 
was diagnosed [with Type 1 diabetes] in 1999, 
and the cost of insulin was around $45. It’s 
disheartening to see the astronomical cost 
that is now associated with it.” 

Both Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes affect the 
pancreas. Type 2 diabetics make insulin, just 
not enough to maintain blood sugar levels. 
Diagnosis usually occurs in adulthood and 
is associated with poor diet, excess weight or 
inactivity. Type 1, conversely, occurs when 
the pancreas shuts down completely and 
produces no insulin. Although commonly 
referred to as juvenile diabetes, roughly 5-10% 
of diabetic adults have Type 1. 

Florida Blue’s Aleizha Batson, Senior 
Regional Communications Lead, North Florida, 
said that most insulin-dependent members 
are already on a low-cost medication. Despite 
different prescription coverage benefits, 
members already average $32 or less per 
month for all types of insulin, and many plans 
cover the cost even before deductibles are 
met.

“As a company, we strategically limit how 
much our members pay for medication to 
treat many chronic conditions, like diabetes, 

to help eliminate obstacles that keep them 
from properly managing their conditions. We 
also support efforts to drive down drug prices, 
such as generics coming onto the market, and 
increased competition,” said Batson.

One such effort is an initiative by Civica, 
which plans to manufacture and distribute 
biosimilars for three of the most-prescribed 
insulins, expected to be available in 2024. The 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, along 
with the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation 
(JDRF) have collaborated with Civica in 
support of making the lower-cost insulin 
available to all people, regardless of insurance 
status. 

JDRF has long been fighting for affordable 
insulin, the cost of which has increased three-
fold over a 10-year period, coming in at roughly 
$175-$300 per vial, and up to $1,000 per month. 
Those looming costs cause nearly ¼ of diabetics 
to ration or even skip taking their required 
insulin. Civica’s biosimilars are expected to 
cost no more than $30 per vial and $55 per 
box of five pen cartridges.

Dr. Matthew Benson, pediatric endocri-
nologist at Nemours Children’s Health, said 
that, on average, [Americans] pay about four 
times the cost for the same insulins in Europe. 
He called the biosimilars from companies 
like Civica a great free market solution to 
ensure that the parents of children with Type 
1 diabetes are able to afford their child’s vital 
medications.

“The good news is that 
children need less insulin 
per body weight than adults, 
but it is critical to maintain 
treatment. If treated, a 
diabetic child can live a 
full and healthy life. 
However, if left untreated, 
death will usually come 
in the 30-40’s age range,” 
said Dr. Benson. 

S e a n  Ha l l ,  b o a rd 
member for JDRF and 
late-onset Type 1 diabetic, 

shared concern that, despite the potential for 
costs coming down, ignorance surrounding 
the disease is still a big part of the problem. 

“Many people, particularly in certain income 
brackets don’t pay attention to it, and aren’t 
aware of the serious nature,” he said. “Individuals 
will refer to themselves as ‘having the sugars’ 
like it’s something small, like the common 
cold.”

“About a year ago, there was a woman in her 
slides, and her toes were literally rotting off 
her feet. She was drinking a Faygo, which is 
like 1,000% sugar. I was like, ‘Well, what are 
you doing to take care of yourself?’ And she 
said, ‘I don’t have insurance, I don’t do 
anything.’ I told her, ‘We can get you care. 
There are places to go to get support for you.’ 
I tried to offer that information to her and 
she’s like, ‘I’ll be fine.’ But she’s not going to 
be fine. She’s going to lose her feet.”  

He hopes that education awareness is the 
next part of the puzzle addressed by Congress. 

“People don’t understand. I would love to 
see a campaign of education to let people 
know we can help them, the costs are down, 
and we can mentor you to take good care of 
yourself so you can have a full, effective life 
without losing limbs and eyesight.” 

New, Low-Cost Hope for Diabetics
Former Miss Jacksonville is all too familiar

BY LINDSEY GAST 
Resident Community News

Megan O’Kelley - Miss Jacksonville 2009 

Board Member Sean Hall with his wife Kerri Stewart, pictured with friends at JDRF’s Party with 
a Purpose, back in 2021.



We know going to trial may sound scary, but it’s a fight you don’t have to face alone. For more than 45 years, we’ve prepared 
cases as if they are going to trial, and the insurance companies know it. You deserve a team who isn’t afraid to take on the 
insurance companies – one that fights for you and protects you. We know a lawsuit can be hard on you and your family, but 
we’ve got your back.

Fighting for the seriously injured since 1976.

COKERLAW.COM  |  904.356.6071
OFFICES-JACKSONVILLE

she 
shouldn’t 
have to 
be afraid 
of the 
future. 
And 
neither 
should 
you. 

yyoouurr  ffiigghhtt  iiss  nnooww  oouurrss



Preschool Summer Camps
Children age 1 (walking) - Completed Pre-K 4
For more information contact Beth Martin beth@ssbc.org or (904) 396-6633

Session 1: June 14-16 | Summer Fun Days
Session 2: June 21-23 | Dinosaurs 
Session 3: June 28-30 | Little Patriots 
Session 4: July 12-14 | Circus 
Session 5: July 19-21 | Outer Space 
Session 6: July 26-28 | Messy Art 

Vacation Bible School
Children 3 years old - completed 5th Grade
June 6 - 10

Xtreme Bible Camp
Children who have completed Kindergarten - 5th Grade
June 13 - 17 | June 27 - July 1 | July 11 - 15 | July 25 - 29

Summer Fun Days
Children who have completed Kindergarten - 5th Grade
June 20 - 24 | August 1 - 5

Basketball Camp
Children who have completed 1st - 5th Grade
July  18 - 22

M-Fuge
Students who have completed 6th - 12th Grade
July  11 - 15

Back-2-School Retreat
Students who have completed 6th - 12th Grade
August 26 - 27

San Marco Strings Camp
For intermediate and advanced string players
July  18 - 22

2022 Summer Camps

ASPIRE
CHURCH

San Marco

For more information about our summer camps 
please contact Molly Howard at 
mollyh@ssbc.org or (904) 396-6633 

Aspire Church San Marco
1435 Altantic Blvd.

Jacksonville, Florida  32207
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The Women’s Board of Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital is celebrating 50 years of philanthropy 
and fundraising this year.

Michael Aubin, FACHE, Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital president and Baptist Health Foundation 
chief philanthropy officer, said the Women’s 
Board is an organization unlike anything he’d 
ever experienced prior to arriving at Wolfson. 

Throughout its 50 years, the board has raised 
more than $34 million, which helped transform 
several hospital facilities, including the 
Children’s Emergency Center, the Bone Marrow 
Transplant floor and the Oncology floor. Early 
in his presidency, Aubin recalled, funds 
provided by the Women’s Board revamped 
the hospital’s Behavioral Health Center.

“They invested in our behavioral health area 
and helped actually build the Behavioral 
Health Center when we had a very old and 
tired in-patient behavioral unit that really was 
not sensitive to kids or their families,” he said. 

“They made that possible when back then, 12 
years ago, people were not making investments 
into children’s behavioral health.”

The Women’s Board is currently working 
towards reaching its latest pledge, launched 
in 2018 — raising $4 million in five years for 
a “premiere NICU unit” — a target Women’s 
Board President Robin Albaneze says the 
board “feels very strongly” will be reached by 
the end of this year.

“I don’t know what we’d do without the 
Women’s Board,” Aubin said. 

With a volunteer force of more than 400 
and a membership consisting of several legacy 
members — grandmothers, mothers and 
daughters — Albaneze says this fellowship of 
women has been an inspiring group to be 
around all while raising money for a worthy 
cause.

“I’ve made some really wonderful friends 
because we all love the children and we love 

working on the two events — the Florida 
Forum and the Winter Design Show,” she said. 

“It’s like we’re giving back so the children of 
the First Coast are so well taken care of. It’s 
very important.”

To celebrate the board’s golden jubilee this 
year, Albaneze said the women are planning 
additional “little touches of golden things, 
opportunities coming through the next year 
that we don’t usually have. Other ways to raise 
money.”

San Marco resident Kaitlyn Weatherly has 
been a member of the Women’s Board for 
more than five years now. Weatherly grew up 
being an active volunteer with the Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital, where her mother worked, 
so when she relocated to Jacksonville with 
her husband, it was natural for her to volunteer 
with her new local children’s hospital.

“I think every member of a community 
has some responsibility to make that com-
munity better,” she said. “…Being that role 
model for my kids — you’re figuring out a 
way that you’re helping the community, 
you’re helping the community do better, 
you’re helping the community receive a 
different level of care that’s unique to 
Jacksonville. We’re setting our city apart in 
the level of care and healthcare from what 
we’ve seen in the past and continuous 
improvements, both on the healthcare and 
technology side of things.” 

Chief Medical Officer of Nemours Children’s 
Health, Jacksonville Dr. Gary Josephson offered 
his congratulations to the Women’s Board for 
their 50 years of service, stating, “…Their 
dedication and success in raising awareness 
and funds has enabled Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital and Nemours Children’s Health to 
grow innovative programs and provide 
nationally and internationally recognized 
care.  This wonderful work has favorably 
impacted our ability to become both a regional 
influence in the care of children and a desti-
nation center for many complex services that 
we provide.  We are forever grateful for their 
unwavering hard work, dedication, benevo-
lence, and stewardship.”

I DON’T KNOW 
WHAT WE’D DO 
WITHOUT THE 
WOMEN’S BOARD”— Michael Aubin

The founding members of the Women’s Board, launched in 1973 (photo from 2012). Since its inception, the Women’s Board has raised more than 
$34 million for Jacksonville’s Wolfson Children’s Hospital. Photo courtesy of the Women’s Board. 

The Women’s Board turns 50
BY MICHELE LEIVAS 
Resident Community News

4522 IRVINGTON AVENUE 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210

(904) 900-1671
MACKMOTORWERKS.COM

EUROPEAN
AUTO REPAIR
We are a full service automotive repair facility specializing in European  
performance and exotic vehicles. Let’s work together to protect your investment.  
Call us today to schedule an appointment!
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MOVERS&SHAKERS

Residential & Commercial  .  24 Hour Service  .  Free Estimates

• Expert Repairs & Re-piping
• Backflows (installed and tested)
• Water Heater Service & Installation

www.TouchtonPlumbing.com  |  (904) 389-9299  |  416 Ryan Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32254

STATE CERT. #CFC056489

• TV/Video Sewer Line Inspections
• Under Slab Leaks
• Sewer & Drain Service

• Bath & Kitchen Remodeling
• Shower Pan & Tile Work

N O W  H I R I N G !N O W  H I R I N G !

To learn more, visit: 
www.stemcellsurgeryflorida.com

“Dr. Lewis Obi’s life’s work has 
resulted in his favorite dictum–

If possible, do not operate nor 
medicate your patients; 
better to regenerate with the 
patient’s own stem cells!”

Dr Kenneth EaddyDr Lewis Obi

Healing made 
possible through the 
restorative power of 
YOUR OWN 
STEM CELLS

Call today for your 
complimentary consultation.

Dreamer in the Garden of Healing by Daniel

Stem cells and Platelet Rich Plasma, or PRP, are being offered as safe alternatives for 
joint replacement, pain management and a host of other conditions.

The recent Pandemic has increased requests for non-surgical therapies, but how CAN YOU 
be sure you get verified live stem cells for the most effective therapy? At the Pangenics 
Regenerative Center here in Jacksonville, Dr. Lewis Obi provides the most advanced 
LIVE stem cell therapies and PRP. Dr. Kenneth Eaddy provides the latest image-guided 
injection techniques for spines and peripheral joints. Additionally, Dr Obi’s protocol, 
which is based on the Korean system of Renowned Stem Cell Expert Dr Hee Young Lee, 
features IV stem cells as a side benefit.” 

Pangenics is committed to providing the very latest in stem cell therapies.

INNOVATION through safety, PRIVACY throughout the entire process and RESULTS that deliver.
3599 University Blvd South, Suite 603  |  904.399.0905  |  www.obiplasticsurgery.com  |  www.stemcellsurgeryflorida.com

Artwork by Daniel FRSA – compliments of Obiarts, Inc.

Sanctuary on 8th Street has added three new 
members to its Board of Directors to help lead 
the nonprofit. The nonprofit’s core programs 
provide positive, supervised alternatives to fill 
children’s idle time and offer homework 
assistance and computer access.

Bridget McDonald is the owner of Queen 
Bee Events, an event management company 
in Northeast Florida. She has been a member 
of the TEDx Jacksonville team and currently 
volunteers with the St. Johns Riverkeeper.

Steve Rosenbloom grew up on Jacksonville’s 
Westside and was in the 1969 Lee High School 
graduating class.  He had a 30-year career with 
Merrill Lynch in the Jacksonville Beach office. 
Now that he is retired he is looking forward to 
being involved at the Sanctuary again.

Tyler Holder serves as the director of strategic 
communications at High Reason. He's a senior 

marketing communications leader with 
experience in media and public relations, social 
media, and corporate, internal and crisis 
communications. Over the years, Tyler has 
volunteered with organizations such as Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving, the National MS Society 
and A&B Transports, a group that transports 
fostered or adopted dogs across states to their 
new owners.

In response to the changing needs of the 
neighborhood, the Presbytery of St. Augustine 
and the former Springfield Presbyterian Church 
started Urban Ministries of Springfield in 1992. 
In 2001, the nonprofit’s name was changed to 
the Sanctuary on 8th Street after it relocated 
to the historic post office building at 120 E. 8th 
Street. The program has grown from a dozen 
to over 100 children in its afterschool and 
summer camp programs.

Sanctuary on 8th Street welcomes new 
board members

STEVE 
ROSENBLOOM BRIDGET MCDONALD TYLER HOLDER

Jacksonville Area Golf Association 
launches Friends of JAGA fundraising

The Jacksonville Area Golf Association 
(JAGA) has introduced its first-ever 
fundraising initiative, called the 
Friends of JAGA. Funds raised will 
meet the association’s administrative 
costs, enhance its programs and allow 
the organization to grow, as well as 
help fund JAGA’s scholarship program, 
according to JAGA President Jeff 
Adams.

“Since its founding in 1954, JAGA 
has made significant contributions 
to the growth and promotion of golf 
while providing financial assistance 
to hundreds of college-bound students 

in northeast Florida,” Adams said. “The 
leadership of JAGA feels very strongly 
that the time is right to be proactive by 

seeking new means of financial support.”
For years, the primary means of funding JAGA operations has been entry fees 

and member club dues.
In announcing the fundraising campaign, Adams honored Fred Seely as the 

first Friend of JAGA. Seely is a three-term president of JAGA in 1983, 2016 and 
2017 and founder of the Underwood Cup.

“I’m happy to become the first person to publicly pledge my support for the 
Friends program,” Seely said. 

A minimum gift of $25 entitles a person to become a Friend of JAGA. Those 
who contribute $100 or more will receive one premium “Coreline” personalized 
Friend of JAGA bag tag for every $100 donated.

Learn more about the program’s focus, how gifts will be used and how to 
become a Friend of JAGA at https://jaxareagolf.org/friends-of-jaga/.

Fred Seely, three-term president of JAGA and founder of 
the Underwood Cup, shows off his membership card as the 
organization’s first FRIEND OF JAGA.
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Membership includes:

• Social & Dining Opportunities
• State of the Art Fitness Center
• Har Tru Tennis Courts
• Children’s activities
• Brand new family splash park
• World Class marina
• Heated Lap lanes
• Reciprocal club benefits  

around the world

Membership bestows a more beautiful life.
To learn more, please contact our Membership team at  904.421.2236 | kyounkin@gatehospitality.com

www.efyc.com  |  #eppingforestyachtclub

DISCOVER NEW TRADITIONS THIS SUMMER. 

The best is yet to come. 

 
North Florida Land Trust’s Director 
of Philanthropic Service Lee Anderson 
Louy has been named a Thomas 
Mulkeen Award Winner by the 
University of North Florida. Louy 
received the honor for the doctoral 
dissertation that best exemplifies 
practice-centered inquiry. Her 
dissertation is titled The Role 
Academic Deans Play in Public 
Higher Education Fundraising. 

“We are proud of Lee for this 
wonderful honor and are very lucky 
that she is a leader in our philanthropic 
department,” said Jim McCarthy, 
president of NFLT. “Lee joined us 
in August of last year and has helped 
to expand our donor base. We could 
not do what we do without her 
efforts.”

LEE ANDERSON LOUY

Louv named a 
Thomas Mulkeen 
Award Winner

Duval County teachers 
receive $15,000 awards

Four Duval County Public Schools 
teachers have been awarded $15,000 
each. The University of North Florida 
College of Education and Human 
Services honored the teachers with 
the 2022 Gladys Prior Awards for 
Career Teaching Excellence.

Two of the four teach at schools 
in Jacksonville’s historic districts 

— Sara Henry, first grade teacher 
from Ruth N. Upson Elementary 
School in Murray Hill and May 
Hotard, world languages teacher 
from Bishop Kenny High School in 
San Marco. Crystal Parker, language 
arts teacher from Edward H. White 
High School on the Westside and 
Meshellia Hughes, third grade 
teacher from Andrew A. Robinson 
High School in Springfield also won.

The Gladys Prior Awards for 
Career Teaching Excellence were 
established in 1998 by Gilchrist 
Berg, founder and president of 

Water Street Capital, to honor 
teachers with lifelong careers in 
education. 

Berg has given more than $2 
million to honor Jacksonville teachers. 
The award is named after Berg’s 
fourth grade teacher, Gladys Prior, 
at Ortega Elementary School.

“I have always wanted to teach,” 
Hotard said in an interview with 
News4Jax. “I remember starting 
out teaching and thinking, they’re 
paying me to do this!”

“I am amazed and overwhelmed 
and so excited right now,” Henry 
said to News4Jax. “In my heart of 
hearts, I’m thinking about all of the 
kids that I’ve taught and just thinking 
about all the things we can do for 
our school with this giant check!”

Each teacher was surprised in 
class with their principal and Dr. 
Diane Yendol-Hoppey, UNF COEHS 
dean.

Wesley Mitchell, Max Sandhu, Graham Bright, Matthew Adams, Alexis Fallis, Mrs. May Hotard, Max Clark, Aidan 
Ryan, Maryana Joura, Gabriel Pao, Kevin Garcia

Ascension St. Vincent’s Riverside is one of the first three U.S. 
hospitals to enroll patients in a trial studying a new medical 
artificial intelligence software to treat cardiac arrhythmias. 
The software, called Volta VX1, is designed to help cardiologists 
identify cardiac abnormalities in patients undergoing ablation 
treatment for persistent, drug-resistant atrial fibrillation (AF).

AF, characterized by an irregular heartbeat, can lead to 
more serious health issues such as heart failure and stroke. 
During AF ablation, a specialized cardiologist known as an 
electrophysiologist inserts catheters through the blood vessels 
into the heart to burn or freeze the tissue causing abnormal 
electrical signals in the upper chamber, or atrium. The 
procedure creates scarring that restores a normal heartbeat.

The VX1 system analyzes electrical signals measured 
during the procedure and identifies abnormalities in real-
time. The international, randomized, controlled TAILORED-AF 
clinical trial will evaluate the outcomes of VX1-guided 
ablation versus standard ablation. 

“This technology has already transformed how I treat patients 
with this type of atrial fibrillation,” said Dr. Saumil Oza, 
cardiologist at Ascension St. Vincent’s Riverside. “I’ve been 
able to treat patients who have previously not been helped 
by a standard ablation. It can also improve outcomes because 
we can precisely pinpoint the optimal ablation locations for 
each patient.” 

One of the hospital’s first trial patients, Steven Preiss, age 
67, says he’s relieved after having the procedure. 

“Now, I can walk around no problem. I’m not gasping for 
breath, my heart’s not racing, and it’s really good now,” says 
Preiss. “I feel 100 percent better. This experience means the 
world to me.”

Ascension St. Vincent’s is actively recruiting patients from 
across northeast Florida and southeast Georgia for the 
TAILORED-AF trial. Potential patients may call (904) 308-5761 
to learn more, see if they qualify and schedule an appointment.

Ascension St. Vincent’s enrolls 
Atrial Fibrillation patients in 
new global clinical trial
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Jacksonville I 904-880-5522
Amelia Island I 904-277-2700
AckermanCancerCenter.com

Get the ACKERMAN ADVANTAGE. 
Call (904) 277-2700 today.

Mike F.
Patient and BEAM  

Team Member

EVERY 
ADVANTAGE 
ON CANCER.
At Ackerman Cancer Center there  
is no maze to navigate. That’s why  
we make getting a second opinion  
so easy by scheduling same and  
next-day appointments.

+  More treatment options –  
Every option of radiation  
therapy including  
proton therapy

+  Personalized care plans  
unique to you

+  Patient-centric care team,  
including dietitians, social  
workers and a psychologist  
focused on you

Family Promise names 
Friberg as Board Chair

Ellen Friberg of Avondale was named 
the board chair of Family Promise of 
Jacksonville. She has served on the 
board of directors since 2018 and 
previously served as vice president of 
the board. Friberg is retired from the 
Office of Chief Counsel— Internal 
Revenue Service. In her last position 
with the agency, she served as the Area 
Counsel for the Small Business & Self-
Employed Division.

Jackie Van Laningham, also of Avondale, 
serves on the board of directors as the 
recording secretary. She is an attorney 
with Abel Bean Law. She has served on 
the board of directors since 2019.

 

ELLEN FRIBERG

JACKIE VAN LANINGHAM

The 14th annual Subaru Share the Love campaign not only resulted 
in Subaru of Jacksonville’s largest donation yet to Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital, but also the largest charitable gift of all Subaru dealerships 
this year nationwide. Leaders from Wolfson Children’s accepted a 
$157,889.47 check from Subaru of Jacksonville’s owners Thursday.

The donation will help fund care and advanced technology to treat 
critically ill and injured children at Wolfson Children’s Hospital, 
along with child passenger safety education through THE PLAYERS 
Center for Child Health at Wolfson Children’s.

During this year’s campaign, Subaru donated $250 for every new 
vehicle purchased or leased from Subaru of Jacksonville between 
November 18, 2021, and January 3, 2022. Customers could choose 
from four national charities for the $250 donation – including ASPCA, 
Make a Wish Foundation, Meals on Wheels and the National Park 
Foundation – or Subaru of Jacksonville’s hometown charity, Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital. Subaru of Jacksonville matched every $250 
donation, plus more, regardless of the charity chosen by the customer, 

with all matching funds benefitting Wolfson Children’s Hospital. 
Additionally, Subaru of America and Subaru of Jacksonville donated 
$2 and $3, respectively, to Wolfson Children’s for every Subaru oil 
change at the dealership during the campaign.

Subaru of Jacksonville was the first corporate partner to support 
trauma services at Wolfson Children’s and established the “Subaru 
of Jacksonville Porter Family Trauma Services Endowment,” creating 
a legacy of support for generations to come. To date, Subaru of 
Jacksonville has donated $1.3 million to Wolfson Children’s Hospital. 

“With every passing year of this partnership, we feel more and 
more fortunate to be in a position to make these donations,” said 
Phil Porter, owner of Subaru of Jacksonville. “We haven’t always 
been able to make a donation like this, but the growth and success 
of the Subaru brand has truly helped us make a huge impact in and 
around our community. We consider it an honor to be able to 
support the hospital and all of the families that are helped each 
and every day.”

Subaru of 
Jacksonville 
tops dealerships 
nationwide 
with $157,889 
gift to Wolfson 
Children’s 
Hospital
Donation from annual Share 
the Love campaign helps fund 
children’s trauma and injury 
prevention programs Phil Porter, Owner of Subaru of Jacksonville and Michael Aubin, Hospital President, Wolfson Children’s Hospital and Chief Philanthropy 

Officer, Baptist Health Foundation

R E S I D E N T I A L  O R  C O M M E R C I A L

CALL US TODAY. TERRY VEREEN PLUMBING, INC. 904-384-5661

2690 Rosselle Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204     |      TerryVereenPlumbing.net

Some restrictions apply. Offer valid only during regular business hours (8am–5pm). Does not include installation of fixtures or appliances. Coupon must be presented 
to receive discount. Limit One per customer per visit. Cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts. Not valid on jobs already quoted. Payments must be 
made at time of service to receive discount. Offer expires May 31, 2022.

CALL ANY WEEKDAY IN MAY!

Clip this coupon and schedule your appointment. Saving money has never been this easy!

STATE CERTIFIED PLUMBING CONTRACTOR CFCO 25597

GET $25 OFF YOUR SERVICE

We handle Plumbing Emergencies: 

CALL TODAY!
904.384.5661

Cast Iron Replacement    |   Re-Piping   |   Drain Cleaning
Toilet & Faucet Repairs   |   Slab Leaks

Clogging your drain  
is your business. 

Unclogging it is ours.
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EVERYTHING MUST GO!

Gina, Butch, KimSALE
Butch is Retiring! 

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

2925 Corinthian Ave. • Jacksonville

Frazier
            JEWELERS

Monday - Friday 10 am to 5:30 pm  Saturday 10 am to 4 pm

OFF

PLUS, up to an EXTRA 2020%%  offoff!!

%%8080
ENTIRE   INVENTORY

of  JEWELRY 
and  WATCHES
NOW  UP  TO...

ALL STUDS - Prices Starting at $124ALL STUDS - Prices Starting at $124

5050%% ALL SIZES
up to 4 cttw!

DIAMOND STUD BLOWOUTDIAMOND STUD BLOWOUT

OFF Offer Valid May 2nd-14th
While Supplies Last

Due to the nature of this sale, we are no longer able to offer watch battery service or jewelry repairs.

*Not valid with other offers or previous purchases*Not valid with other offers or previous purchases

FRAZIER JEWELERS - AD #2 - 10x16.indd   1FRAZIER JEWELERS - AD #2 - 10x16.indd   1 4/8/22   9:58 AM4/8/22   9:58 AM
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4235 Sunbeam Road, Jacksonville, FL 32257
 www.MillenniumPhysician.com

Wissam Shaya, M.D.

Accepting New 
Patients!

Connect Today!
(904) 322-8535

• Walk-Ins Welcome
• Same-Day Appointments
• Annual Wellness Visits
• On-site X-Ray
• Also speaks French and Arabic
• Medicare, Medicare Advantage &

most major insurance accepted
Dr. Wissam Shaya Family Medicine

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida 
Network Realty welcomes Kelly Wilson to 
the Metropolitan office with locations in 
Avondale and San Marco. 

“Please join me in welcoming Kelly to the 
Avondale office of Florida Network Realty! 
Kelly is a Jacksonville native with a strong 
entrepreneurial drive, which led her to 
establish a neighborhood-based business 
known as the Community Couriers of 
Jacksonville – a shopping and restaurant 
delivery service that operated from 2013-2021 
in downtown, Riverside, Avondale, Murray 
Hill, and Ortega. In addition to her experience 
as a business owner, Kelly has previous real 
estate experience as well, mainly working in 
property management. Now, as a Realtor, 
she’s eager to share her love of Jacksonville 
and her local’s knowledge of the neighborhoods 
and communities with her clients – to help 
them find a house they can call ‘home.’ I’m 
thrilled she’s joined us, and look forward to 
celebrating her success here with us,” shares 
Josh Cohen, Broker/Manager of the Metropolitan 
office of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices 
Florida Network Realty with locations in 
Avondale and San Marco.

KELLY WILSON

Kelly Wilson joins 
Berkshire Hathaway

To address the growing need for accessible mental health 
resources, Baptist Health and Wolfson Children’s Hospital 
are collaborating with Crisis Text Line, the nation’s largest 
text-based crisis-intervention service, to ensure mental 
health support is only a text away.

 Crisis Text Line is guided by a vision for an empathetic 
world where no one feels alone. Individuals of all ages 
facing mental health struggles can text LIFE to 741741 to 
connect with a live, trained Crisis Counselor and receive 
confidential support – 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Counselors are trained in active listening, collaborative 
problem solving and safety planning to help texters navigate 
difficult emotions. 

“COVID-19 continues to have countless negative effects 
on the mental health of adults, teens and children, and we 
are committed to finding new, innovative ways to better 
serve our community,” said Terrie Andrews, PhD, vice 
president of Baptist and Wolfson Children’s Behavioral 
Health. “In a focus group with local teens, we found they 
preferred texting for help over calling because it was easier 
to express their feelings. Crisis Text Line is not only an 
accessible option for those in need, but it’s also an 
approachable one, broadening our reach and helping us 
prevent future crises from happening.” 

  Since its launch in 2013, Crisis Text Line reports it has 
answered more than six million texts, with 75% coming 
from those under the age of 25. 

 Adults, teens and kids can also call the Baptist Health 
24-Hour Crisis Hotline or Wolfson Children's Kids & Teens 
Helpline at 904.202.7900 to connect with a trained mental 
health expert and receive emergency telephone support 
and assessment, crisis stabilization information and referral 
to follow-up care, if needed. 

Baptist Health and Wolfson 
Children’s introduce free, 24/7 
Crisis Text Line for all ages
Mental health support is now at your fingertips.

The JDRF One Walk is coming up on Saturday, May 21st and 
will take place at UNF, at the J.B. Coxwell Amphitheatre. Festivities 
begin at 8 a.m., the walk begins at 9 a.m. 

Darnell Smith, Market President of Florida Blue is serving as 
Corporate Chairman of this year’s walk and JDRF staff, board 
members and other sponsors invite families and companies 
from all over Jacksonville to join in the fun in order to have a 
lasting impact on efforts to improve lives and cure type 1 diabetes.  

Pictured at the recent JDRF Walk Kick-Off breakfast were Pam 
Williams of JDRF, Tom Anderson, Vice President, GuideWell, 
Board President JDRF, Brooks Biagini, Market Director JDRF, 
Darnell Smith, Corporate Chair, Gabe Rosario, Youth Ambassador 
and Mark Bennett, Market President for Bank of America. 

The Link to register is: http://walk.jdrf.org/jacksonville2022, 
if there are any questions, call Brooks Biagini, Market Director 
at (904) 386-2851. 

JDRF announces 
corporate chair, date 
for One Walk at UNF
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When Dr. Gary Josephson agreed to speak at 
his undergraduate alma mater’s commencement 
ceremony, he never imagined writing his 
speech would lead to writing a book.

Humbled but surprised by the invite, 
Josephson recalled asking why he’d been 
selected.

Among other things, the university cited 
his “caring for children regardless of their 
financial capabilities, regardless of any 
background they may come from…They said, 

‘We decided we would like to have you. We 
think you can motivate and inspire the 
graduating class.’”

As he brainstormed speech topics, his wife 
suggested he discuss his seven principles — 
foundational principles he’d identified over 
the years and by which he led his life and 
pursued his career. So he did.

“After my address, a number of people came 
up to me — students and parents — and said 
they wanted to know more; they wanted to 
understand more about my principles. So 
when I returned home, I looked at my wife 
and I said, ‘I think I gotta write a book so I 
can share with more people.’”

For the next six years, in his free time, 
Josephson began committing these seven 
principles to paper and expanding them into 
a full-length book.

The result was “Ordinary to Extraordinary: 
Seven Principles for Life Success” — a self-
help book “for newly launched boomerang 
and early career seekers (and their parents) 
who intend to transform their ordinary 
livelihood into extraordinary lifelong  
success.” 

The e-book is now available for purchase. 
The paperback is set to release on Aug. 9. 
Josephson recently received advance copies 

of his book and was able to actually hold it 
in his hands for the first time. 

“It was pretty incredible and it’s really amazing 
to actually see the finished product,” he said.

Josephson believes these seven principles 
— attitude, knowledge and wisdom, 
relationships and community, sustainable 
wealth, spiritual core, healthy living and 
the art of giving — are “evergreen principles” 
that, when laid as a foundation for a person’s 
life, will lead “to success no matter which 
career or what aspirations you have.”

While Josephson does include some stories 
from his own life and upbringing, he envisioned 
and created this as a self-help book rather 
than an autobiography. As such, it features 
short essays about each principle, followed 
by “Matters of Fact” backed by research (with 
sources are cited at the end of the book) and 
tips on how to master each one.

Along with the book, Josephson has also 
launched the “O2E (Ordinary to Extraordinary) 
4 Life Success” website, which will feature 
supplemental information pertaining to his 
principles. The most recent blog post discussing 
the first principle — attitude — underscored 
the importance of a positive attitude and 
different ways to alleviate stress.

“With the COVID pandemic increasing the 
rates of anxiety and depression globally, 
finding a simple way to alleviate stress and 
worry is essential,” the blog post read. “Using 
positive mental imagery techniques has shown 
to improve anxiety.”

Josephson is the chief medical officer for 
Nemours Children’s Health, Jacksonville. 

“Ordinary to Extraordinary: Seven Principles 
for Life Success” is available for pre-order 
at O2E4life.com and most major online 
retailers.

Pediatric physician pens book, 
shares principles for success

Dr. Gary Josephson holds his advance copies of “Ordinary to Extraordinary: Seven Principles for Life Success. Photo courtesy of Dr. Gary 
Josephson.

While the e-book of “Ordinary to Extraordinary” is available now for 
purchase, the paperback is set to release on Aug. 9. Photo courtesy 
of Dr. Gary Josephson.

BY MICHELE LEIVAS 
Resident Community News

riversideavondale.org

Riverside Avondale Garden TourRiverside Avondale Garden Tour
May 7, 2022  |  10am to 4pm  |  $20 TicketMay 7, 2022  |  10am to 4pm  |  $20 Ticket

RIVERSIDE AVONDALE PRESERVATION Presents…

A great Mother's Day gift! A great Mother's Day gift! 
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

Plant propagation workshop from Lush Leaves
Vegetable gardening and native plant guidance

Plant sale from Spruce | Wildcrafters Jungle Drinks
Live music, live art, special drinks | Entry to The Cummer Gardens

women’s chains & amule ts
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It is only fitting that the Jacksonville Historical 
Society (JHS) is headquartered in a historic 
building. 

The JHS offices are located at 314 North 
Palmetto Street in downtown Jacksonville, in 
what was originally St. Luke’s Hospital. Built 
in 1878, the building has since been added 
to the National Register of Historic Places 
and bears a plaque denoting it as such just 
inside the entrance. 

The building later became the offices of 
Congressman Charles Bennett. 

Today, JHS calls the building home. 
The organization has changed drastically 

since its very first meeting at the Carling Hotel 
on May 3, 1929. Its charter membership of 
231 has grown into a full-time staff plus 
volunteers and the organization has solidified 
itself as an integral part of the Jacksonville 
community. 

JHS continues to evolve under the leadership 
of Chief Executive Officer Dr. Alan Bliss, who 
would like to see Jacksonville’s historical 
society expand and take its place as a premiere 
historical and educational facility for the 
community. Inspired by museums and historic 
centers in some of Jacksonville’s peer cities, 
including Tampa Bay and Orlando, Bliss 
co-chaired the first Strategic Planning Project 
when he was on the Board of Directors. 

“This is an older city than Tampa and in 
many ways has a much richer and more 

complicated history,” he said. “We think we 
don’t do enough with that in Jacksonville…
We think that if we really are prepared to live 
up to this city’s role and its ambitions, then 
public history really needs to be a big part of 
the community discourse. That’s what we do.”

In addition to its community outreach and 
educational programming, JHS possesses a 
vast collection of archived materials — a 
collection started by those first charter members 
which continues to grow today with the help 
of material donations from the public. 

“It has a wonderful archive of documents, 
letters, clippings and photos that is the 
greatest collection of Jacksonville historical 
memorabilia in existence,” said Jacksonville 
historian Dr. Wayne Wood. “We’re constantly 
trying to obtain from the public any old 
papers or photos that they have to add to 
this great collection of Jacksonville historical 
documents.”

This growing collection, in part, is what 
inspired the society’s $1.3 million capital 
campaign to renovate the three-story brick 
building adjacent to its headquarters. Bliss 
would like to see the former Florida Casket 
Company factory completely renovated and 
its entire second floor transformed into a “a 
modern, state-of-the-art archive with digital 
processing and preservation work stations, 
room for the staff to spread out, room for our 
research collection to be safely stored and 
professionally catalogued.”

These archived collections are available to 
the public for research purposes and JHS is 
happy to accommodate requests to review 
materials, although it does require community 
members call ahead to specify the topic or 
time period needed so archivists can pull 
relevant materials and assist if necessary.

One of the society’s accomplishments Bliss 
has “taken the most satisfaction from,” however, 
is its bicentennial project.

“This is all coming to a head in the next 
several weeks, but we’ve really been mindful 
of this for the past few years,” he said. “So 
messaging the importance of it, the arrival 
of the bicentennial moment has been part of 
the conversation for some time.”

The celebrations will take place on Saturday, 
June 11 in downtown Jacksonville and will 
include a community festival and fireworks 
display. Jacksonville was founded on June 15, 
1822. 

“In Europe, 200 years is not very old — some 
of the cities go back thousands of years,” Wood 
explained. “In the United States, there’s not 

many cities especially the size of Jacksonville 
that have been around for more than 200 
years. So it’s important for everybody to kind 
of get with it and see how important it is that 
we’ve been around for 200 years.”

At its core, JHS acts as a steward for 
Jacksonville’s legacy, preserving its past and 
sharing its stories with its community to 
strengthen citizenship, Bliss said. 

“Everything is an inheritance and a legacy,” 
he said. “And as you become aware of that, 
you become more aware that the generations 
that come after us — your children and their 
children — they’re gonna stand on the 
shoulders of what we do in this moment…
That’s the value of history and the more you 
know about that, the more you become aware 
of your citizenship role.”

Inheritance and legacy: The stewardship 
of the Jacksonville Historical Society

The historical society’s research library, including city directories dating back to the 1920s, college yearbooks and high school annuals, only 
shows a fraction of the society’s archived collection. 

A collection of medical tools pays homage to the building’s origins 
as a hospital and is on display just inside the Historical Society’s 
entrance. 

BY MICHELE LEIVAS 
Resident Community News

 The Jacksonville Historical Society is headquartered at the Old St. Luke’s Hospital building, built in 1878. 

May is Mental Health Awareness Month.
“Be Kind to Your Mind.”  

Yoga Nidra for Stress & Mental Health.  

Thursdays May 19 & 26. 

Sign up on our class schedule. 
Solunayogaspa.com/sign-up-yoga-class

904-680-7344  |  solunayogaspa.com  |  2105 Park Street Suite 1, Jacksonville FL, 32204
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Neil Bridgers
Sales Manager

(904) 421.6920    |     www.watsonrealtycorp.com/offices/san-marco-san-jose

READY FOR A CAREER CHANGE?
Watson Realty Corp. has a 55-year successful legacy across Florida and South Georgia.  
We provide full-time real estate agent support with low broker to agent ratios, the latest  
real estate tech and tools, in-house marketing services, e-business leads, and so much 
more. Our San Marco/San Jose office is hyper-local with a small brokerage feel backed  
by Watson’s legendary support.  

Contact Neil Bridgers,  
Sales Manager  
at 904-731-5800 or Email Neilbridgers@watsonrealtycorp.com

Charles Anno 
(904) 993.7487

Lorna Anno 
(904) 485.0675

The Anno  
Team

Clair Corbett 
(904) 521.3288

David Butler 
(904) 716.7863

David & Clair Team

Victoria Feist 
(904) 400.2164

We  
Welcome  
Andrew Clark  
to our  
Team!

Kirk 
Johanson

(904) 208.8009

Erik 
Kaldor

(904) 226.0433

Jon 
Singleton

(904) 226.3480

Katherine 
Wohlers

(904) 314.7524

Susan Massey 
Hopkins

(904) 477.2076

Joe  
Helfenberger
(641) 954.2130

Andrew  
Clark

(321) 223.6862

1626 BROOKWOOD RD
Charming San Marco Bungalow

MLS #1157348 / 3 BR / 1.5 BA / 1,666 sf
$439,900 

Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

1318 CEDAR ST
Classic San Marco 2-Story with Double Lot

MLS# 1155307 / 3 BR / 2.5 BA / 1,924 sf
$499,900

Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

1738 SAN MARCO BLVD
San Marco Investment Opportunity
MLS# 1157192 / 4 BR / 4 BA / 3,304 sf

$650,000
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

1773 RIVER ROAD
San Marco Investment Opportunity
MLS# 1157187 / 4 BR / 4 BA / 3,196 sf

$799,900
Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

814 S GRANADA BLVD
Spacious Pool Home in San Marco 

MLS# 1155452 / 4 BR / 3 BA / 3,293 sf
$825,000

Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

6426 WOOD VALLEY RD
Updated Pool Home in San Jose Forest

MLS# 1161439 / 4 BR / 2 BA / 2,537 sf
$499,900

Jon Singleton 904.226.3480

UNDER CONTRACT UNDER CONTRACT UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACTUNDER CONTRACT
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The gift that’s everything you could   
want for them and everything they desire.

Treat them to something special with a gift card from   
The Spa at Ponte Vedra Inn & Club. Call us today at 904.273.7700,  

come see us at The Spa, or shop from anywhere at pvspa.com.

MM1481

The fourth annual Allison Brundick Haramis Foundation Benefit Breakfast 
raised more than $15K for The Allison Brundick Haramis Foundation, 
Angels for Allison, a Jacksonville-based nonprofit dedicated to assisting 
with funeral costs associated with the loss of a child. The event was 
held to honor the life and legacy of Allison Haramis, who passed too 
soon on April 17, 2009.

The event was held on Tuesday, April 19 at the Ortega River Club 
and had more than 100 guests in attendance.

At the event, Dr. Natalie Indelicato, Associate Professor and Department 
Chair of Jacksonville University’s Clinical Mental Health Counseling 
Program, spoke about “5 Good Things to strive for in relationships”. 
Guests also heard remarks from Kimmy Littlejohn-Clark, the mother 
of Chancz, one of the first angel children that the Foundation has 
assisted as she shared her story, and the impact Angels for Allison has 
had in her life. The event will be moderated by Channel 4 Meteorologist, 
Danielle Uliano.

For more than a decade, Angels for Allison has lifted the burden of 
funeral costs from Northeast Florida families who are suffering the loss 
of a child and are without means to pay for their child’s funeral. Through 
the support of many, Angels for Allison has helped more than 700 
families and has never turned away a qualified family in need. 

Haramis’ legacy celebrated at 
Foundation Benefit Breakfast
More than 15k raised for families
grieving the loss of a child

Kimmy Littlejohn-Clark, Dr. Natalie Indelicato, Danielle Uliano, and Drew Haramis

Event Chairs Donna Beames and Norianne Wright 

It was another beautiful Spring afternoon in 
San Marco, as over 400 patrons made way 
through three of the area’s historic, beautiful 
parks to enjoy their afternoon in support of the 
local preservation group, Saturday, April 23. 

From fine reds to the sparkling champagnes, 
Wine Down in the Parks pours were generous, 
good times were plentiful and music set a 
relaxing tone as Millie Hudson Duo played in 
Whatley Park, Freddy for Peace in Davin and 
Akia Uwanda entertained the crowd in Balis 
Park to conclude the evening during the soiree. 

The event is not simply reserved for wine 
lovers, but for those passionate about supporting 

their local neighborhood and its advocacy 
efforts made possible by the San Marco 
Preservation Society or SMPS. Thanks to the 
dedication and tireless effort of SMPS board 
members Chris Woolston and Mack Volk, an 
event committee rallied to create an 
unforgettable time for patrons, musicians and 
sponsors alike. The collaborative effort made 
the event possible, with special recognition 
due Matt Carlucci’s State Farm office, the title 
sponsor, and Cowford Realty’s presence as a 
growing real estate agency; the company 
stepped up to take on a Gold Sponsorship 
this year.

 Light bites and food was provided by 
European Street Café, Bar Molino, Town Hall 
and Maple Street Biscuit Company, alongside 
beverage offerings from Posting House, The 
Bearded Pig, Manifest Distilling, Tepeyolot 
Cerveceria, Beer:30, Bar Molino, the Grape & 
Grain Exchange, Aardwolf Brewing and Winn 
Dixie Liquors.

Special thanks also go out to Dr. Fred 
Lambrou and Pat Andrews, Cesery Companies, 
OE&S, Hugo’s Interiors, Tyrie and Lori Boyer, as 
well as Watson Realty’s Singleton Team and 
Resident Community News for sponsorship 
support.

Wine fundraiser draws a crowd, funds for San Marco Preservation

Lauren Doran with Chad Munsey and Jen Koopman

Michael and Morgan Roberts with Jane, Tracy Jr., Allie and Tracy Thompson Sr., Greg and Keely Vanoekel

Antoinette Merchan with Kylie Efron Lewis and Jalissa Correale with Lucia in the stroller

Lana McKeithen and Bryan Mickler

Give your 
home the  
protection  
it deserves.

Your home is where 
you make some of your 
best memories, and 
that’s worth protecting. 
I’m here to help.
LET’S TALK TODAY.
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The Law Firm Of Pajcic & Pajcic 
Would Like To Thank The 

Generous Sponsors Who Made
The Yard Golf Fundraiser For 

Jacksonville Area Legal Aid 
A Smashing Success. 

YARD COURSE 
SPONSOR
Southern Oak 

Insurance

BACK NINE 
SPONSOR
Morgan and 

Morgan

D O C K
S P O N S O R

Delta 
Mediations

ISLAND GREEN 
SPONSOR

Sallyn Pajcic in 
Memory of Gary Pajcic

Aguilar & Sieron Law 

Anderson & November 

Bedell Firm

Bill Shelton, CPA

Bishop & Mills

Bounce House by Luke and Lily

Brecher Mediation

Matt Carlucci State Farm 

Coker Law

Creed & Gowdy

Donahoo & McMenamy 

Duval Teachers United

Edwards & Ragatz

Farah & Farah

Fisher Tousy

Foley & Lardner

Hall Booth Smith

Harrell & Harrell

Harris Guidi Rosner

Integrity Law

Jaguars Foundation

Johnson Lambert

Julia & John Taylor

Kessler Creative 

Lamb’s Yacht Center

Law Offices of W.C. Gentry

Law Offices of James F. Waters, III

Margol & Margol

Merrill Lynch: The Pajcic Group

Milam Howard

Milton Leach

Orender Law

Best Version Media

Right Path Behavioral Health Services 

Rogers Towers

Sabal Landscape Solutions

Spohrer Dodd Law

Terrell Hogan

Threshold Discovery 

Tom Slater, Pajcic & Pajcic 

Martindale-Hubbell's list of Top Ranked Law Firms
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244 Topsail Drive, Ponte Vedra

Northeast Florida Top Producers 

3620 Windmoor Drive, Jacksonville | $1,750,000

1207 Journeys End Lane, Jacksonville | $2,870,000

Chefan Group, Realtors® | Top Producers

© 2022 ONE Sotheby’s International Realty. All rights reserved. ONE Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the 
Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each franchise is independently owned and operated.

JANE CHEFAN, Franchise Founder & JESSICA CHEFAN HANSEN, Broker Associate

chefangroup@onesothebysrealty.com

904.463.1179; 904.200.8855    

sothebysrealty.com

For service that’s as elevated as your standards, nothing compares.

Chefan Group

$41 Million in Sales in 2021

scan me

SOLD

RIVERFRONT

1781 N Loop Pkwy, St. Augustine | $349,500

PALENCIA LOT
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Mitch Owens with Women’s Board Executive Director, Sally Parsons, Women’s Board 
President, Robin Albaneze, Mark Biegler and Dave Albaneze Pam and Len Trapane

Michael A. Mayo, DHA, FACHE, president and CEO of Baptist Health raised a toast with the crowd of donors, staff and special guests

Scott Wooten with Grace Sarber Joanna Licherdell with Juliette Allen, Cindy Hamilton and Wesley Roberts

First Coast YMCA President and CEO Eric Mann opened the gala.

Baptist Health Board of Directors Chair Joe Louis Barrow Jr., First 
Coast YMCA Metropolitan Board member Pam Smith, Florida 
Blue Market President Darnell Smith, First Coast YMCA President 
and CEO Eric Mann gather to celebrate the organization’s 
achievements and impacts in the community.

Hugh Greene accepts the W.W. “Bill” Gay Community Impact Award.

Winston Family YMCA VP of Operations Tim Burrows and board 
members Emily Vurnakes, Michael Biagini, Advisory Board Chair 
Katie Cox, Dr. Jerome Tuitt and Danielle Carter celebrate the 
organization’s achievements.

The Winston Family YMCA hosted its annual Giving 
Tree Gala on March 26 to recognize Hugh Greene, 
honoree and recipient of the W.W. “Bill” Gay Community 
Impact Award. The event remembers and celebrates 
contributions of Gay and the nonprofit’s donors.

Greene, who served as president and CEO of Baptist 
Health for nearly two decades, was honored for his 
longstanding dedication, involvement and philanthropic 
efforts toward building a stronger community healthcare 
system.

“Hugh’s servant leadership and dedication to care 
for others are a few of the many reasons he was 
selected as this year’s recipient,” said Tim Burrows, 
district executive director of the Winston and Brooks 
Family YMCAs.

Greene’s initiatives included developing a program 
for the working uninsured, improving access to 
healthcare for the homeless, creating an endowment 
with the Baptist Health Foundation to support behavioral 
health services and advocating for human rights and 
LGBTQ youth. Gay and Greene are members of OneJax’s 
Circle of Honor, and both served as annual humanitarian 
dinner chairs in 1983 and 2018, respectively. 

YMCA Giving Tree 
Gala honors Hugh 
Greene with 2022 
Community Impact 

W.W. Gay Mechanical Contractor leadership guest Debbie Croft, guest Leah 
Cropham and President and CEO Paul Jones (far right) present Greene with 
the W.W. “Bill” Gay Community Impact Award.
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Ritter Soares Team

Life’s taking you places. we will help you get there.

0 Alhambra Drive S.
within Granada  

SOLD

1668 Inkberry Lane.        
OFFERED AT $799,000

SOLD AT $470,000 | 0.3 ACRES

UNDER  CONTRACT

REPRESENTING THE SELLER

REPRESENTED BOTH SIDES

Ritter Soares Team

With its five floors of dedicated intensive 
care for the region’s children, the Borowy 
Family Children’s Critical Care Tower was 
officially opened, April 4. The following 
evening, the patrons opening welcomed 
guests from across the region, as the 
area’s top donors and their families were 
present to raise a toast to progress, 
innovation and robust support.

 The top brass of Baptist Health and 
Wolfson Children’s Hospital brought 
guests together to enjoy an evening of 
education, camaraderie and celebration; 
one that illustrated recognition and deep 
appreciation for aiding the hospital 
system as it accomplished its goals. Along 
with the show of gratitude for the Borowy 
Family’s lead gift, other donors and 
benefactors were also hailed for their 
generosity. Thom Borowy shared a touching 
story about his children’s goal to double 
his original gift, “…it was the proudest 
moment of my life,” he said, as he held 
back tears while looking out over the 
crowd. Knowing his children were giving 
from their own inheritance to impact the 
quality of health care of complete strangers 
was overwhelming for the father, 
grandfather  and accompl ished 
businessman.

Following building tours and remarks 
by hospital leadership, a celebratory 
toast followed; the evening came to a 
close as guests were treated to “Reflections 
of Hope,” a visual experience on the 
exterior of the new tower, designed by 
Jacksonville-based content production 
company, Castano Group. 

Big night for 
Borowy Family, 
children’s health 
in the region
Baptist Health, Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital 
celebrate donors
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Tirzah Hoffmann with Carol Gilham

Daley Katrina and Bevan Husein Cumber with Megan and Reggie Hayward

John Linge with Darnel Smith and Doug Baer

Michael and Jennifer Mayo

Jacci Easterling with Doug Baer and Kathy Barbour

Mike Perfeito with Elizabeth Escobedo

The American Heart Association’s 2022 First Coast Heart Ball held on April 2 at 
the Sawgrass Marriott Golf Resort and Spa raised $290,288 to support live-saving 
research, education and raising awareness for cardiovascular diseases and 
stroke, America’s number one and number five killers. More than 400 guests and 
64 corporate businesses supported the event.

Guests sipped champagne and mingled before the program emceed by J.P. 
Shadrick, the voice of the Jacksonville Jaguars. Shadrick also recognized Life is 
Why sponsors Florida Blue and Baptist Health, for their support of AHA.

Amber Wilson, American Heart Association First Coast market executive 
director, shared the mission of the AHA. Chuck Divita, executive vice president, 
Commercial Markets, Florida Blue Guidewell, and Michel Divita, co-chairs of the 
event, introduced Open Your Heart honoree Eric Salter and his family. 

Eric Salter and his wife, Madelen, who live in Ponte Vedra, spoke of their 
experience after the featured video played. Salter, an avid runner who focused 
on fitness, suffered from life-threatening aortic dissection on his 11-year-old 
daughter’s birthday. He underwent 18 hours of surgery to receive an artificial 
heart valve and spent months in rehabilitation.

Attendees offered a standing ovation in appreciation of the Salter family. During 
the last paddle standing auction, a Florida Keys trip was donated to the family.

The program was followed by a live auction featuring packages such as trips 
to Montana, Jacksonville Jaguar extravaganza ticket packages, a Kentucky 
bourbon tour and a private Ocean Reef Club trip in Key Largo, Florida. 

The entire 2022 fundraising campaign raised $1.6 million, making the campaign 
the most successful to date for the American Heart Association on the First Coast.

First Coast Heart Ball raises nearly 
$300,000, most funds ever raised

Stephen Busselberg with Albert Holt, Lacy and David Threatt

Christi Lefebvre with Eldin Kadiric, Haley Sofiane and Jim Johnson Tee Ambrose with Donna Schneider, Tawnjai and Ben Grospe



Yours shouldn’t either.

My team did not 
give breast cancer 
a chance.

UF Health accepts most major commercial insurance plans, including TRICARE.
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Cancer Program

Treating breast cancer takes more than a one-size-fits-all approach. It takes 
a dedicated team of multidisciplinary specialists who can offer personalized 
treatment options for each patient. 

As part of the region’s leading academic health center, UF Health Jacksonville, 
our breast health and cancer physicians have access to the latest research and 
technology. That allows us to provide advanced care tailored to your individual 
needs, including genetic counseling, risk assessment and leading-edge 
diagnostic imaging. If needed, surgical options may include breast salvaging 
and reconstruction, and targeted radiation and proton therapies.

Don’t give breast cancer a chance. If you’ve felt a suspicious lump, or if you’ve 
been diagnosed, see us to consider treatment options.

Visit UFHealthJax.org/cancer to request an appointment and learn why UF 
Health Jacksonville is the only cancer program in the region to have earned 
national accreditation from the Commission on Cancer.

RESIDENT MY TEAM BR CANCER AD.indd   1RESIDENT MY TEAM BR CANCER AD.indd   1 4/13/22   3:37 PM4/13/22   3:37 PM
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Are you looking to place your 
home on the market for sale?

JACKSONVILLE BEACH OFFICE 
1236 3rd St. S., Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250  |  904-595-5959

SAN JOSE OFFICE 
 6018 San Jose Blvd. W., Jacksonville, FL 32217  |  904-739-7100

Request a custom home valuation 
report from The Legends of Real Estate, 

so you know the worth of your 
property in today’s market.

We are glad to provide answers 
and advice at any stage of 
your real estate journey.

www.thelegendsofrealestate.com

Today, in the wake of 
antisemitic attacks and 

a rise in racism and 
bigotry in America, 
hatred is spreading  

like a virus. 
The Hate Ends Now 

tour takes you on a 360º 
immersive multimedia 
journey while inside an 
exact replica of a cattle 
car used to transport 
Jews to concentration 

camps during the 
Holocaust.

THANK YOU TO OUR 
SPONSOR FOR THEIR 
GENEROUS SUPPORT:

The Lawrence 
and Kathy Kanter 

Philanthropic Fund 
and in memory of 

Alan J. Taffet

AvondaleDance.com | (904) 384-8324 | 1080 Edgewood Ave. S #11, Jacksonville, FL 32205

FSCJ KENT CAMPUS AUDITORIUM
SATURDAY, JUNE 18, 2022 AT 4:00 PM

Join Avondale Dance for our 11th showcase, 
starring our wonderful students and staff! 
We will be entertaining you with all different 
styles of dance including Ballroom, Latin and 
Swing. The event will be held at FSCJ Kent 
Campus Auditorium at 4pm. Tickets on sale 
now, $20 ahead of time $25 at door. Please 
call 904-384-8324 or visit eventbrite.com for 
tickets and more details.

A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES

After play was suspended for two years because of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Pajcic’s Yard Golf returned 
this year on April 3rd. The event benefits Jacksonville 
Area Legal Aid (JALA), which assists those in need 
with civil legal issues.

The highlight of the normally annual event is a 
$6,000 prize to anyone getting a hole-in-one on the 
event’s “island green.” Michael McCaffrey was the 
lone winner this year. 

Former pro-golfer Mark McCumber was closest to 
the pin during the celebrity shoot-out. He chose to 
donate his $6,000 winnings to JALA. Former Jaguar 
and Florida State Seminole great Greg Jones was the 
closest to the pin among the Jaguar entourage and 
will be choosing his favorite charity to make a donation.

From its start a decade ago at the Avondale home 
of Steve and the late Anne Pajcic, the Pajcic’s Yard 
Golf event has evolved into an 18-hole course that 
now includes the home of Katy DeBriere and Michael 
Pajcic. The Pajcics match all sponsorships and 
contributions dollar for dollar to benefit JALA.

Event organizers predict total donations to JALA of 
more than $100,000 from this year’s event.

Pajcic’s Yard Golf 
event returns, benefits 
Jacksonville Area Legal Aid

Pro golfer Mark McCumber with Legal Aid (JALA) President and CEO Jim 
Kowalski, Steve Pajcic and Michael Pajcic

Michael Pajcic gives Michael McCaffrey his $6,000 for the hole-in-one.

Jax Prism hosted it inaugural debut to the community on March 17 at Estrella Cocina in partnership 
with Vystar and Petra. The event provided the new nonprofit with the opportunity to make more 
people aware of its mission and plans for the LGBTQIA+ community. Donations will fund programming 
and resources, as well as enable Jax Prism to open in a physical location this coming summer. 

“The vision is to provide services and programming aiming to enrich, educate and uplift the 
LGBTQIA+ community. We believe in the growth and development of every individual and strive to 
offer support and resources focused on mental, sexual, trans and senior health,” said Corey Brown, 
president of Jax Prism’s board of directors.

Jax Prism was founded this year under the direction of Mateo Rogers. Kyle Stuard, operations 
director, will work directly with Rogers. Board members include Brown; Ryan Howard, vice president; 
Angel Santiago, secretary; Travis Guthrie, treasurer; and board members Dr. Tim Howard, Ray Berndt, 
Joann Huot, Tonee Jones and Manny Velasquez. 

Jax Prism holds inaugural donor event

Ellen Wiss and Corey Brown, Jax Prism board president, visit with Cindy 
Watson, CEO of JASMYN

Tonee Jones, board member; Kyle Stuard, operations director; Ryan Howard, board vice president; Corey Brown, board president; Mateo Rogers, 
founder and executive director; Brian Wolfberg, president/CEO, Vystar, which was the event sponsor; Angel Santiago, board secretary; Manny 
Velasquez, board member; and Joann Huot, board member

Guests enjoy Jax Prism’s inaugural event at Estrella Cocina

Celebrity golfers Daniel Thomas, Kevin Hardy, Shaq Quarterman, Jay Tuefele, Artis Gilmore, Davon Hamilton, Greg Jones with Steve Pajcic (fourth from 
left) and Michael Pajcic (far right)
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San Marco has a new library. It’s at the corner 
of River Oaks and Fieldston in front of the 
home of Justin and Alisan Weakland, who 
moved to the neighborhood two years ago.

The Weaklands moved from the Northside 
and had gotten acquainted with San Marco 
when they came to run or visit San Marco 
Square.

“We were looking for a family atmosphere,” 
Alisan said. “We liked the Riverwalk and the 
Square.”

Justin retired from the Navy in 2019 and 
now works for Aviation System Engineering 
Company. Alisan is a neonatal intensive care 

nurse at UF Health. They have a son and 
daughter.

“We wanted to give something back to the 
community,” Justin said.

They liked the idea of a tiny library containing 
books for various ages. People can take a book 
and leave a book. Justin began talking to a 
coworker at Aviation System, Chris Atchison, 
who is a woodworker.

Typically a tiny library is a box on a post, 
but Chris wanted to do something more 
unusual. Justin suggested the library could 
be a replica of their two-story house. But after 
more discussions, they decided to go with a 
Harry Potter theme because Alisan is a big 
fan of the books.

Chris and his father began work on it before 
Christmas.

“We didn’t have a plan so we rolled with the 
flow,” Chris said.

The boxes are made with furniture wood 
waterproofed with multiple coats of Flex Seal. 
For the texture, sand was mixed with the Flex 
Seal.  The base stone work was made with 
Green Energy spray foam, most commonly 
used for insulation. The foam can be carved. 
The completed boxes were sealed with Flex 
Seal and painted with latex paint. The result 
is a turreted castle with interior and exterior 
lighting that can change colors.

“It’s definitely larger than your usual tiny 
library,” Alisan said. “But it’s magical. It 
captures your imagination, which is what 
books do.”

Justin said they plan to decorate it for 
holidays. The Weaklands are already known 
for their decorations. They do elaborate light 
displays for Halloween and Christmas.

Justin is also involved in the Jacksonville 
Naval Museum, which recently brought the 
USS Orleck to the city to serve as a floating 
naval museum downtown. And they also have 

a website, Hidden Jacksonville, hiddenjack-
sonville.com. It promotes lesser known parts 
of Jacksonville as well as local artists, businesses 
and nonprofits.

“We wanted to give people a different per-
spective, tell them about things they might 
not have seen,” Justin said. “It’s meant to be 
a conversation starter, to give people a sense 
of ownership.”

The new tiny library at the corner of River Oaks and Fieldston

A magical castle full of books

Chris Atchison stands in front of the tiny library

BY LILLA ROSS 
Resident Community News

The libraries interior
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BOAT LIFT SPECIAL!BOAT LIFT SPECIAL!$$299299

bwmarineconstruction.com
4611 Lakeside Drive

904-387-4814904-387-4814

Complete service adjustment, visual inspection of all components, 
grease fittings and replacement of belts for single lift* 
*Does not include electrical components.

Happy  Happy  
Memorial Memorial 
Day!Day!
THANK YOU  THANK YOU  
For Your Service!For Your Service!
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This year marks the seventh year of the San 
Jose Car & Truck Show which benefits the 
Bishop John J. Snyder Community Center at 
nearby San Jose Apartments for seniors. The 
event was held on April 2 at Dupont Station 
Shopping Center and presented by Key Buick 
GMC Hyundai Genesis and North Florida 
Lincoln.

The car show, which had its second-largest 
field with 75 vehicles competing in 11 classes, 
raised $8,508. The show has now generated 
a total of $49,124 for the Bishop Snyder 
Center.

The community center, located between 
HUD-assisted San Jose Apartments I and II 
on Galicia Road, was named in honor of the 
late Bishop Snyder, who served the Diocese 
of St. Augustine from 1979 to 2000. Many of 
the activities and services for the senior res-
idents are held at the center. The complex is 
managed by Family Housing Management 
Company for the Diocese of St. Augustine.

“Words cannot express the excitement and 
gratitude for the community’s support,’’ said 
Alma Ballard, executive director/management 
agent of Family Housing Management Company. 

“The funds raised will help support the oper-
ations of the Snyder Community Center and 
provide, wellness and nourishment for the 
most vulnerable — our seniors.”

With San Jose Apartments board member 
and car show founder Joe DeSalvo retiring 

after last year’s event, Jacksonville Car Culture 
— the group that produces the Caffeine and 
Octane Jacksonville cruise-in at The Avenues 
mall — agreed to donate its time to support 
the event.

“Being able to do what you love while helping 
others is the definition of a perfect day,” said 
Chris Brewer, president of Jacksonville Car 
Culture. “We also want to thank chief judge Dan 
Scanlan for guiding the team in selecting the 
winners. The judges did not have an easy job.’’

DeSalvo, former managing editor of specialty 
audience and Drive editor at the Florida 
Times Union, was recognized by Ballard at 
the awards presentation and named honorary 
chairman.

“The overall field of cars was great — so 
much variety, from a Japanese kei micro-pickup 
truck to a 1950’s Chevrolet COE (cab over 
engine) wrecker that still works,” said Scanlon. 
The lineup of Corvettes, from 1956 to now, 
was great. The British contingent, including 
a perfect Austin-Healey Sprite and a swatch 
of TR6s, was great as well.”

The Kerlins, who have resided in Switzerland 
for the past 14 years after moving to the 
Jacksonville area in 1974, won the top award, 
Best of Show, sponsored by A-Coin & Stamp 
Gallery, for their Nomad, which they call 

“Nellie.” Nellie also took second place in the 
Krispy Kreme People’s Choice balloting. 

Kerlin bought the Nomad in 1969 for $900 
when he was stationed in Memphis with the 
Navy. It was eventually put in storage in 1976 
and stayed there until 2008 when Kerlin’s 
friend, Pete Dobrie of Mandarin, who has 
done a lot of old-car restorations, agreed to 
take Nellie on as a project. It lasted from May 
of that year to December 2012.

“He did a beautiful job for us,’’ Kerlin said. “It 
looks 100% original except for the over-the-
shoulder harnesses for the two front-seat 

outboard passengers, and the third-row brake 
light.’’

Alexander Watkins, of Ponte Vedra Beach, 
and his 1945 Ford GPW (General Purpose 
Willys) have attended five of the seven shows. 

“I and my fellow (First Florida chapter) 
Military Vehicles Preservation Association 
members have been privileged to participate 
for a few years now. This year, three of our 
seven participants were awarded ribbons in 
what was a diverse and prestigious group of 
vehicles.’’ 

For those showgoers in the market for a 
new vehicle, Eric Thompson, a sales manager 
with the Key group, once again coordinated 
an onsite collection for folks to check. 

“The show has something for everyone, 
vintage and specialty models, car clubs of 

various makes, one-of-a-kinds, to a military 
display,’’ Thompson said. “We also bring out 
some of our latest models from Buick, GMC, 
Hyundai, Genesis, and Lincoln. The entrants 
are a special group of people who are generous 
of their time, friendly to talk to, and deeply 
committed to this charity.’’

YOU’RE INVITED
TO AN IN-PERSON EVENT!

Thursday • May 5, 2022
5:30-7:30pm

Casa Marina Hotel
691 1st Street North

Jax Beach, FL

CELEBRATE CINCO DE MAYO AT THE BEACH!

Join us for a lively evening of fiesta, food and fun to benefit 
Sulzbacher’s Beaches Health Center. Your support means 
homeless and disadvantaged people in our community receive 
the healthcare they need!

This year we’re celebrating our HEALTHY HERO, 
Mayo Clinic Jacksonville! Mayo Clinic is an 
incredible partner to Sulzbacher, providing services 
to our neighbors in need at our Beaches Health 
Center and on our HealthMobile.

Tickets & Sponsorships: SulzbacherJax.org/Fiesta2022

For more information email AllisonWenzel@SulzbacherJax.org

Pam and Steve Kerlins’ 1957 Chevrolet Nomad wins Best of Show at the Seventh Annual San Jose Car & Truck Show

TRAIN

06/26

INCUBUS

07/26

HAIM

05/08

ROD STEWART

09/02

KEITH URBAN

08/04 & 08/05

DAVE MATTHEWS
BAND

06/06 & 06/07

STING

05/20

THE LUMINEERS

05/17 & 5/18

THE DOOBIE 
BROTHERS
Michael McDonald / 06/05

CHICAGO

05/22

THE BLACK 
CROWES

06/11

H.E.R.

06/12

CONTACT US TODAY TO BECOME A VIP!
904.633.2000 | TICKETING@BOLDEVENTS.COM

VISIT DAILYSPLACE.COM TO 
LEARN ABOUT THESE SHOWS & MORE!

San Jose Car & Truck Show benefits 
Bishop Snyder Center for seniors

Joe DeSalvo, San Jose Car & Truck Show founder and San Jose 
Apartments board member; Chris Brewer, Jacksonville Car Culture 
president; and Alma Ballard, executive director/management agent 
of Family Housing Management Company

BY KAREN RIELEY 
Resident Community News
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ANIMAL HOUSEANIMAL HOUSE

Riverside | 204.2191  580 College Street, Jacksonville
Baymeadows | 733-5100  8505 Baymeadows Rd., Jacksonville

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK  |  www.ForeverVets.com

Riverside | 204.2191  580 College Street, Jacksonville 
Baymeadows | 733-5100  8505 Baymeadows Rd., Jacksonville 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK  |  www.ForeverVets.com
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nature,” Rossi said. “We also discuss invasive 
species and how they affect Florida’s wildlife 
and environment. It is important to teach why 
we should never release any pet into the wild, 
which happens far too often. Pets released 
into the wild may suffer and die, unable to 
survive on their own, or they can breed and 
cause serious problems for native wildlife and 
the environment.”

A fun ingredient of the Wild Wonders Animal 
Shows is plenty of humor. Most of the animals 
have names: Bernie the bearded dragon lizard, 
Shrek the blue-tongued skink, Rocky the 
savannah monitor, Princess the green iguana, 
Banana Boo the ball python, Boadereck the 
red-tailed boa constrictor, Booger the alligator 
snapping turtle, Booger, Jr., the common 
snapping turtle, Skooter the peninsular cooter 
turtle, Darth Gator the American alligator. The 
unnamed participants include a leopard gecko, 
Brazilian rainbow boa, box turtle and a Mexican 
milk snake. A fourth program called “Warm 
Fuzzies”, features typical pet store animals 
familiar to most children. 

Mike Rossi has been interested in animals 
and wildlife, especially reptiles, since childhood. 
Because his mother was allergic to fur, he 
could never have a furry pet, but he could 
have reptiles. His favorites were turtles and 
when he became a teacher, every class he 
taught had a resident pet turtle. He also formed 
a student zoological society at his schools. 
Rossi’s goal has always been to teach about 
native and exotic animal habits, behavior, care 
and related environmental issues.

In 2002, Rossi started helping a friend present 
educational animal shows. Eventually he took 
over the programs when illness forced his 
friend’s retirement. 2022 is Rossi’s tenth year 
of introducing Northeast Florida children to 
the wonders of animals and nature through 
his fee-based educational programs. He 
presents the shows during weekends, school 
breaks and summers at schools, daycares, 
camps, YMCAs, churches, libraries, parks and 
birthday parties. 

 Rossi has been an elementary teacher since 
1985. He taught science for twenty-seven years 
and more recently has taught language arts 
and math. His Wild Wonders program assistant, 
Stephanie Nelson, is a middle school reading 
teacher.

Rossi regularly rotates his animals so that 
they do not appear in successive programs, to 
avoid any stress. He is fully insured, and 
licensed by the Florida Fish & Wildlife 
Conservation Commission to keep, care for 
and transport the animals. His animals and 
the facilities where they are housed are regularly 
inspected by the USDA.  

No native animals are ever taken from the 
wild, which is illegal. Proceeds from the Wild 

Wonders programs go to care for the animals 
and gas for transportation to events. A portion 
of proceeds is donated in support of local 
Fraternal Order of Police, and the Jacksonville 
Association of Firefighters fundraisers for 
youth summer camps and projects.

There will be four more free Wild Wonders 
Animal Shows offered at Dutton Island Preserve 
on Saturdays at 11 a.m.: May 14 & 28;  June 11 
& 25.

The preserve, part of Jacksonville and Atlantic 
Beach, is located west of Mayport Road. It 
encompasses thirty-eight acres and a forested 
island in San Pablo River Estuary South of the 
St. Johns River. There are nature trails, fishing/
observation pier, canoe/kayak launch, picnic 
areas, pavilions, camping and a free wheelchair 
can be reserved. 

Five Jacksonville libraries will present the 
Wild Wonders Animal Programs free in June 
and July, all at 11:00 a.m.: Wednesday, June 8, 
Main Library; Tuesday, June 28, Highlands 
Regional Library; Wednesday, June 29, Pablo 
Creek Library; Thursday, July 14, Southeast 
Library; Friday, July 15, Charles Webb Library. 

There are other upcoming, free opportunities 
for families to see and learn about wildlife 
and birds at both of Jacksonville’s oceanfront 
parks: Huguenot Memorial Park and Kathryn 
Abbey Hanna Park.  Huguenot Memorial Park 
Naturalist Jolie Friedrich said that a variety of 
birds, dolphins, seabirds, shorebirds, wading 
birds and crabs are usually seen on the natu-
ralist-guided Beach Walks offered at the park. 
The walks are led along portions of the Great 
Florida Birding Trail at Huguenot from 10:00 

– 11:00 a.m. on specific summer Saturdays: 
May 7, June 4, July 9 and August 6.

An excited group of wiggly children of all ages, 
teens and adults, recently gathered on a 
Saturday morning under an outdoor pavilion 
at Dutton Island Preserve to see “Dinosaurs 
Among Us”. The “dinosaurs” were actually their 
modern-day descendants: all kinds of reptiles, 
the stars of a free educational program called 
Wild Wonders Animal Show. The interactive, 
family program will be presented at Dutton 
Island Preserve four more times in May and 
June.  It will also be presented free at several 
public libraries during June and July.

Mike Rossi and his assistant, Stephanie 
Nelson are teachers who want to introduce 
children to nature through safe, supervised 
interaction with live animals. Rossi said that 
one reason he does the programs is because 

WILD WONDERS 
ANIMAL SHOW
Parks & Libraries Offer 
Free Wildlife Programs

ANIMAL HOUSE

BY JULIE KERNS GARMENDIA 
Resident Community News

he knows that some children may otherwise 
never have the chance to see or learn about 
these animals. The educational program with 
a purpose, blends stories and music with 
fascinating facts and information about local 
species of native and invasive reptiles of Florida, 
plus exotic reptiles kept as pets.  

Rossi and Nelson were surrounded by 
multiple sturdy and carefully covered pet 
crates, and mysterious, tightly closed plastic 
containers ranging in size from tiny to large. 
Great care was taken to prevent any accidental 
release of reptiles into the park: an important 
message of the program. 

During the show, specially selected songs 
or movie themes introduced each animal to 
the audience of approximately 130. The music 
offered clever, entertaining clues about each 
animal’s personality or disposition that had 
the audience laughing in anticipation before 
the reptile was even seen. 

The program included a wide variety of turtles, 
snakes, lizards and a baby American alligator. 
As Rossi or Nelson carefully held the reptiles, 
there were opportunities to approach any that 
could be touched or to have a closer look and 
take a photograph. Then, each reptile’s story 
was told, including detailed facts about that 
animal, with time left for audience questions.

“We offer four different animal programs 
that include educational, but fun lessons, lots 
of information about the animals and interactive 
activities. Besides reptiles, other topics cover 
how animals use their important senses of 
smell, sight, hearing and touch to survive in 

Jacksonville Parks Naturalist Jolie Friedrich & intern Camryn Middlebrooks with non-venomous corn or red rat snake at 7 Creeks Festival.

Rossi with Shrek, blue-tongued skink
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“We welcome the public to join us at Hanna Park on 
specific Saturdays at 7:00 p.m. Bring binoculars or a 
telescope, or view the sky through our members’ 
telescopes. We also have member “Telescope Doctors”, 
who are happy to help anyone having a problem with 
their telescope,” Mike Napper said. “We have about 
eighty members and welcome new ones. Our website 

– www.nefas.org -  offers resources, news, astronomy 
for kids, a constellation guide and our calendar with 
free, monthly public observation events.” Napper, 
NEFAS President, is a retired engineer who worked 
on the NASA Space Shuttle Program.

John Viescas, NEFAS Director at Large, said that at 
the group’s remote, dark sky viewing location in the 
Osceola National Forest, they see bear, deer, alligators 
and hear coyotes, owls and whippoorwills, “plus we 
hear some animals we can’t identify in the dark.” 
Napper and Viescas said the dark sky location sessions 
are specifically for members to work on their own 
projects, unlike the public park events. Interested 
individuals can attend by contacting the group for 
instructions. They also hold a monthly meeting at 
FSCJ Kent Campus with a speaker or multimedia 
presentation that is open to the public.

NEFAS is interested in expanding horizons through 
education and space observation to inform people, 
especially youth, about astronomy as an exciting hobby 
that combines space, science and technology. They 
offer free astronomy speaker presentations, or members 
with telescopes for an observation session,  to schools, 
scout troops, non-profits or educational organizations. 
There is a minimum donation for private or commercial 
group presentations. Email info@nefas.org.

Park visitors are advised to dress appropriately for 
the weather and time of day, wear closed-toed shoes, 
bring a hat, camera, binoculars, sunscreen, insect 
repellent and water. There is a $5 fee per vehicle to 
enter the oceanfront parks. A military discount is 
available with a state-issued military identification. 
Inclement weather may force cancellation of outdoor 
programs.

Another naturalist-led Beach Walk is offered on 
Saturday, July 16, 10:00 – 11:00 a.m., at Kathryn Abbey 
Hanna Park. A portion of The Great Florida Birding 
Trail also lies within Hanna Park and offers spectacular 
bird-watching. The Great Florida Birding Trail is a 
2,000-mile collection of more than 500 Florida wil-
derness locations. The trail protects important habitats 
to safeguard birds, to promote birdwatching of native 
and migratory birds, and to encourage environmental 
education and ecotourism.

 Hanna Park is the location of another free oppor-
tunity to enjoy the outdoors, to see or hear birds, owls, 
bats, frogs and occasionally wildlife, plus   nighttime 
space and star-gazing. The Northeast Florida Astronomical 
Society (NEFAS), is a group of amateur astronomers 
of all ages whose serious hobby is observing and 
learning about objects in space. The non-profit group 
holds monthly public observation events at the park.

ACPS SHELTER FULL
Critical Need for Adoptions & Fosters

At press time The Resident Community News staff learned that 
Jacksonville’s Animal Care & Protective Services shelter is completely 
full and in critical need of adopters and fosters. They have approximately 
150 dogs available for immediate adoption, with more added daily. 
ACPS desperately needs the help of our caring community to adopt, 
foster, become a Weekend Warrior (weekend or short-term foster), 
or Adoption Ambassador who fosters and independently promotes 
a homeless pet until its forever home is found.

Please do not attempt to surrender any pet to ACPS without first 
attempting to re-home it by asking neighbors and friends, or post it 
free of charge on www.rescueme.org. Try to find the owner of any 
lost cat or dog by checking for an identification tag or microchip, 
which can be done free at any veterinarian office. Post flyers, post 
on social media and speak to neighbors, because most lost pets live 
within one mile of where they are found, according to ACPS. Try to 
re-home the pet or become its foster if no owner can be found, to 
keep it out of the shelter.

Email Jaxpets@coj.net to  ask isit their website to see adoptable 
pets, how to adopt, foster, volunteer and their Amazon Wish List. Sizes 
large and extra-large Kong toys and Nylabones are always needed 
for the dogs.

ACPS
See adoptable pets: www.coj.net/pets
2020 Forest Street |  (904) 630-2489
Closed Monday
Hours: Tues.-Fri., 12 p.m. – 7 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.  

Stephanie Nelson with boa constrictor at birthday party
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Jacksonville’s River Garden Senior Services 
unveiled the new signage for its Nursing 
Administration Suite, honoring local busi-
nessman and philanthropist Jody Brandenburg 
alongside his wife Janne. The suite, located 
on River Garden’s second floor, is henceforth 
known as the “Janne & Jody Brandenburg 
and Hardage-Giddens Funeral Homes and 
Cemeteries Nursing Suite.”

The suite was renamed in 2021 and its new 
sign displayed in its Annual Report, released 
last month.

“It was only fitting to name the Nursing 
Administration Suite in honor of Janne and 
Jody Brandenburg and Hardage-Giddens 
Funeral Homes and Cemeteries, as they have 
been devoted supporters and friends of River 

Garden for almost 30 years,” said River Garden 
CEO Mauri Mizrahi. “Their title sponsorship 
of the River Garden Classic is not only an 
investment in River Garden, but a commitment 
to healthy aging in our community. Janne 
and Jody understand the importance of 
educational training, and value the excellence 
of our clinical team. We’re truly grateful for 
their generosity.”

“It’s a treasured tribute and we’re both so 
pleased and honored, but humbled,” Jody 
Brandenburg said. “River Garden is such a 
deserving senior care center that we have 
really promoted and sup-ported them for 
many years. They have such a diverse campus 
and there is level of senior services for many 
different stations of life.”

Jody Brandenburg is the president of the 
Hardage-Giddens Funeral Homes and 
Cemeteries — a group of 11 funeral homes 
and five cemeteries across Duval and Clay 
counties.

Janne Brandenburg has worked in the 
nonprofit field for many years and serves on 
the committee for the River Garden Foundation 
Gala, which will celebrate its 30th anniversary 
this year. Janne has volunteered and led many 
initiatives over her years of service to the 
community and currently serves on the River 
Garden Foundation gala committee.

“The people had already committed to the 
gala…and nobody withdrew their money,” 
Janne Brandenburg said. “It’s a level of 
commitment I’ve never seen.”

“The one year that [the events were] cancelled 
probably was our best fundraiser because we 
didn’t have any expenses,” Jody Brandenburg 
added with a laugh.

River Garden Senior Services is a nonprofit 
agency providing various nursing and care 
services for seniors within the Jacksonville 
community, ranging from in-patient rehabil-
itation to physical and occupational therapy 
to Alzheimer’s/memory and Parkinson’s 
specialty care. 

Local philanthropists honored in sign unveiling

Nurses stand in front of the new sign for River Garden Senior Services’ Nursing Administration Suite, honoring Jody and Janne Brandenburg 
and Hardage-Giddens Funeral Homes and Cemeteries. Photo courtesy of River Garden.

BY MICHELE LEIVAS 
Resident Community News

Jody and Janne Brandenburg

Eduardo Balbona received his M.D. from the Medical College of 
Georgia and completed specialty training in internal medicine 
at the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland. Dr. 
Balbona has served as a Naval Officer and Physician at the U.S. 
Capitol providing medical care to the Representatives, Senators 
and Supreme Court Justices. 

EMSCULPT ne
o

Dedicated To Innovation In Health Non-Invasive Fat Removal

Aesthetic Wave
EMSCULPT
904-270-9471 • 2257 Oak Street 
conveniently located in Riverside
aestheticwavesjax@gmail.com 
www.AestheticWavesJax.com

ne
o

Emsculpt Neo is a non-invasive body contouring treatment that builds muscle 
and sculpts the body. The machine is approved to use on those seemingly 
immune-to-exercise spots, including the buttocks, thighs, arms, and legs.

By using high-intensity focused electromagnetic technology (HIFEM), Emsculpt 
deeply and intensely stimulates the muscles, to “allow you to achieve fitness 
goals that otherwise remain hard to achieve, that when used, it triggers 20,000 
muscle contractions in the targeted area in just one 30-minute session, essentially 
tricking your body into thinking you just did 20,000 crunches or squats to tone 
and strengthen the area. 

EmSculpt is pain-free with zero down time. And the best part? There aren’t any 
known side effects of Emsculpt, (like a known side effect of CoolSculpting called 
PAH) so you can try the treatment worry and pain free.

Want a Body Contouring Treatment that is 
non-invasive, builds muscle and burns fat — 
without needing to step foot in a gym?

Call for your free consultation

Taylor Cox  
Director of Aesthetics
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Kirk Larsen and Kristine Cherek with Frances and Anthony Jabbour

Rachel Bechtel with Winga Manning

Kim Granger, Mike Middleton and Bill Warden 

Sita and Ted Shah

Dr. Sohrab Afshari  
MD, FACS

Decades of leading-edge knowledge & experience 
in your neighborhood with a personal touch. 

Breast cancer, thyroid and parathyroid surgery. 

GENERAL SURGERY
AMERICAN BOARD OF SURGERY

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

2311 University Blvd West
904.636.0200 | afsharisurgical1@gmail.com

YOU HAVE THE CHOICE.

G     CHECK

Baptist Medical 
Center

Memorial  
Hospital

St. Vincent’s Medical 
Center Southside

Donor impact felt by generations 
of art students, programming

The Cathedral Arts Project (CAP) held its 17th annual Spring for the Arts, presented by FIS, 
on Friday, April 15, 2022, at Epping Forest Yacht & Country Club. The organization’s signature 
fundraiser raised more than $650,000 in support of arts education for children and youth in 
Northeast Florida. 

Since its inception, Spring for the Arts has generated more than $7 million for arts education 
in our community. It is a fundraiser that celebrates community engagement in support of 
funding arts education initiatives throughout Northeast Florida. 

“The success of this year’s event demonstrated once again just how deeply so many throughout 
the First Coast care about CAP’s mission to empower every child’s creative spirit,” said Rev. 
Kimberly L. Hyatt, President & CEO of CAP. “This infusion of support will have a lasting impact 
on CAP students, their families and our community for years to come.” 

Here Tomorrow has launched a Match to Reimagine Suicide Prevention campaign with the goal of raising 
$4M over the next three years to help expand access to mental health services in Northeast Florida.

Both the Delores Barr Weaver Legacy Fund and the J. Wayne Weaver Fund have pledged to match 
contributions up to $500,000 for a total of $1,000,000. Likewise, Here Tomorrow founder Joe Kenney will 
match donations up to $1,000,000. The multi-year challenge grant will run through December 31, 2024.

“Lives depend on our mission,” Kenney said.
Founded in January 2021, Here Tomorrow has a mission to prevent suicide by building a community 

where mental healthcare is acceptable and accessible. The nonprofit organization uses a peer support 
model to offer same-day mental health support to those in crisis and is currently serving 529 community 
members.

“We aren’t waiting for those most at-risk for suicide to come to us and ask for help,” said Hannah 
Hackworth, Here Tomorrow’s Executive Director. “We’re collaborating with the suicide hotline, community 
partners, and utilizing search engine optimization to identify and engage people before it’s too late.”

“Wayne and I are proud to support this new, grassroots effort,” said Delores Barr Weaver. “Clearly, the 
community need is great, and we hope many people will join in to make the campaign a success.”

If you or someone you love is experiencing hopelessness, contact Here Tomorrow at 904-372-9087 
or Hello@HereTomorrow.org. There is no cost for the support and follow-up services. For more information 
or to donate, visit HereTomorrow.org.

Here Tomorrow launches match campaign
Weavers step up for suicide prevention 
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© Ascension 2022. All rights reserved.

Many reasons call us 
to care for you

At Ascension St. Vincent’s, you’ll find nurses, doctors, 
caregivers and more who deeply care about you and your 
health. We have countless reasons for loving what we 
do: listening and caring for you — body, mind and spirit. 
Whenever you need care, we’ll be there with the right care, 
at the right place, at the right time. It’s our calling.

ascension.org

jobs.ascension.org

The Salvation Army Women’s Auxiliary hosted its signature event, 
The Celebrity Chefs Tasting Luncheon and Silent Auction, on 
April 7 at The Prime Osborn after a two-year hiatus due to COVID. 

Patrons enjoyed a variety of food served by local celebrities 
who were offering their favorite recipes. They were able to mingle 
with local media personalities, sports figures, government officials 
and local business leaders.

The two-and-a-half-hour event also included a Silent Auction, 
which raises thousands of dollars each year for special projects. 
Funds raised from the event remain in the area and benefit the 
different programs of The Salvation Army of Northeast Florida.

The Auxiliary membership includes more than 70 dedicated 
women who work throughout the year to make the fundraising 
event possible. Over the past 35 years, this event has raised over 
more than million dollars, making it the largest fundraiser for 
the Salvation Army of Northeast Florida.

Celebrity Chefs Tasting 
Luncheon and Silent 
Auction raises funds 
for Salvation Army 
programs

Brian Wolfburg and Marilyn Carpenter

Jackie Culver and Major Keath Biggers

 Dr. John Avendano and Teresa Della Monia

Lt. Colonel Suzanne Haupt, Major Candice Biggers, Major Keath Biggers, Captain Bernadette Correira and Captain Stephen Correira
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JUNIOR RESIDENTS

discover
membership

Join the fun 
when you 
Join the Zoo

FREE admission to 
the Jacksonville 
Zoo and Gardens

Unlimited 
annual visits

Exclusive 
members-only 
events and 
discounts

Learn more at 
jacksonvillezoo.org/membership

After a two-year hiatus due to Covid-19, Jacksonville Country Day 
School’s Greek Olympics have returned. The school’s students spent 
the past few months exploring ancient Greek cultures, traditions and 
mythology in their global studies class, which culminated in a day of 
ancient Greek fun including the Greek Olympics, Greek skit performances 
and a Greek food tasting.

“I enjoyed all of the events, but I would have to say my favorite was 
Tug-of-War. This event taught me that to get further you have to work 
together as a team.” said Nina Pradhan, a San Marco resident and 
fifth grader at JCDS. Pradhan was on Team Megara which took first 
place in this year’s JCDS Olympics.

Following the Greek Olympics, students participated in “Bring a 
Myth to Life” Greek performances. The students had been reading 
myths connected to the major gods of Ancient Greece, and their job 
was to rewrite the myths in skit form and perform them in front of 
their classmates.  

“Fifth graders spent about a week working on these skits. We chose 
to do this because it offers our students cross-curricular connections 
and Reader’s Theatre enhances student’s reading skills and confidence,” 
said David Sandlin, who teaches sixth grade at JCDS.

“It was really fun practicing for these skits. We got to separate into 
groups during class and take a deeper look into a specific myth,” said 
Pradhan. 

To wrap up their study celebrations, students tasted some Greek-
inspired dishes including lamb, pita, olives, pepperoncini, hummus, 
and tzatziki sauce made by the JCDS dining staff.

Greek Olympics return to 
Jacksonville Country Day School

Nina Pradhan participates in the school’s Greek Olympics.

San Marco residents and Jacksonville Country Day School fifth graders Norah Kobrin and Nina Pradhan

Nine Bolles Bulldogs sign athletic 
commitments

On April 13, an athletic commitment ceremony was 
held in McGehee Auditorium on the San Jose upper 
school campus of Bolls to honor nine Bulldogs, representing 
six different sports, as they signed their letters of intent. 
Family, friends, classmates, coaches, and faculty gathered 
to celebrate the achievements. Athletic Director Matt 
Morris welcomed everyone, and coaches introduced 
their respective athletes as follows:

Boys’ Track & Field
Ryan Anderson, University of Chicago
Jonathan Lorbeer, Charleston Southern University

Girls’ Track & Field
Emily Rohan, Boston College 

Football
Hansen Englert, Wofford College
Myles Johnson, Sewanee: The University of the South 

Girls’ Basketball
Cortney Smith, Ave Maria University

Boys’ Lacrosse
Tanner Furyk, Sewanee: The University of the South

Boys’ Swimming
Louie Body, US Air Force Academy

Volleyball - Shania Espada, LaGrange College

Forty-two student-athletes were honored in prior ceremonies 
this school year, for a total of 51 college athletic commitments 
from Bolles in 2021-22. “Our students work just as hard in 
the classrooms as they do on our athletic fields. Bolles has 
a proud tradition of success in reaching a level of excellence 
through courage, integrity, and compassion. These are life 
lessons in character that will forever be with our students,” 
said Morris.

 Louie Body and Ryan Anderson Myles Johnson and Tanner Furyk

 Jonathan Lorbeer, Emily Rohan, and Shania Espada  Courtney Smith and Hansel Englert
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EPISCOPAL
SCHOOL of JACKSONVILLE

Episcopal fifth grade students had the opportunity to serve as leaders 
on the St. Mark’s Campus by setting up and running “Force Exploration 
Stations” in kindergarten science class today. Kindergarten students 
learned about how the forces of pushes and pulls can make objects 
speed up, slow down, or change direction.

Students participated in water bottle bowling, explored how wind 
pushes objects by blowing through straws to push cotton balls, and 
pulled objects back and forth using a homemade pulley system. They 
also experimented with different tools to move objects and put marbles 
and toy cars on a ramp to knock down blocks.

“Fifth grade and kindergarten students were equally excited about 
this opportunity,” said Brooks Gallagher, fourth and fifth grade math 
and kindergarten science instructor. “It was rewarding to watch 
kindergarten students apply what they have been learning in class to 
real life scenarios. As an added bonus, the stations served as a fun 
refresher before fifth grade students begin their own science unit 
about force.”

ESJ Fifth Grade 
explore Fundamentals 
of Physics

Episcopal’s chapter of the Cum Laude Society inducted 30 new members 
at a special ceremony on Tuesday in the Munnerlyn Center. Cate Sadler 
Anderson ’05, who was inducted into the school’s Cum Laude chapter in 
2004 and now works as a Europe and Asia Policy Analyst for the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, gave remarks to students about how the 
Cum Laude Society’s values of Excellence, Honor, and Justice have served 
her in her career . Founded in 1906 and modeled after Phi Beta Kappa, 
the Cum Laude Society recognizes scholastic achievement in secondary 
schools. To be inducted as a junior, students must be in the top 10% of 
their class and have a GPA of 3.75 or higher. Qualifying seniors must have 
a GPA of 3.5 or higher and be in the top 20% of their class Mike Brozowski, 
the school’s chapter president, recognized current members who were 
inducted last year as juniors and inducted this year’s new members from 
the junior and senior classes. The school’s chapter also inducted science 
teacher Marion Zeiner, who was recognized for her years of scholarship 
and contribution to science research at Episcopal.

 Cum Laude Society inducts new members 

Riverside Presbyterian Day School’s 6th Grade students 
took an adventure to visit the Cummer Museum of 
Art and Gardens for their Language Arts class. During 
their visit to the Cummer, students were instructed 
to walk around the gallery and note which art piece 
they thought was the liveliest, the most thought 
provoking, and the saddest. Students spent time 
discussing why they chose certain pieces and what 
brought out certain thoughts and emotions. Before 
returning to school, each student was instructed to 
take a photo of the art piece that evoked the most 
emotion for them personally. Following their trip to 
the Cummer, the 6th Grade students wrote poems 
about their chosen art pieces and the emotions con-
nected with the art piece they chose. RPDS is grateful 
to be located near abundant local resources like the 
Cummer Museum for the impactful learning experi-
ences and memories for our students.

Students learn the connections between art and emotions
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What a fabulous Friday night at San Jose Episcopal Day school’s Derby Dance. Dads and their daughters arrived 
at the Deerwood Country Club to enjoy dinner and dancing. Hula hoops, karaoke, horseshoes, and line dancing 
were just a few of the fun activities enjoyed. Crafters made adorable flower pens and elegant bouquets in mini 
mint julep cups. It was a very special night for all.
 

Dancing with Dad

www.bishopkenny.org

Crusaders for life. 
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On January 28th, twelve 
young women competed for 
the title of Miss Wolfson 2022. 
The girls displayed only some 
of the incredible talent the 
Wolfpack has to offer. Our 
new Miss Wolfson 2022 per-
formed a baton twirling 
routine that captivated the 
audience and will be dis-
cussed for years to come. 
Congratulations to our second 
Runner Up Sydney Dufour, 
first Runner Up Shae Peters, 
and the new Miss Wolfson, 
Stephanie Bell. In addition, 
the Pack wants to congratulate 
Nora Gazaleh for winning 
the Scholarship Award, 
Sydney Dufour for winning 
Miss Congeniality, and 
Chazidy Coleman for winning 
both Most Photogenic and 
the Loyalty award.

A New Miss Wolfson is Crowned

Shae Peters, Stephanie Bell, Sydney Dufour

The Preschool in San Marco carried on its annual decades-long 
tradition of an Easter Parade. Led by the Easter Bunny, students 
paraded through San Marco Square and ended back at Aspire 
Church where they enjoyed cookies and an egg hunt.

The Preschool in San Marco opened in August 2021 as a ministry 
of Southside Baptist Church, now known as Aspire Church, at 
1435 Atlantic Blvd. It was formerly located at South Jacksonville 
Presbyterian Church, where it served the San Marco Community 
for more than 70 years. 

Preschool students join Easter Bunny 
for San Marco parade

Bishop Kenny junior, Eli Miller, and the Crusaders, Bishop Kenny’s CyberPatriot team, have 
been named as national finalists in the All Service Division of the CyberPatriot XIV National 
Finals Competition held March 18-30, 2022, in Bethesda, Md. They were one of only two Navy 

teams in the entire country and the only Florida team to advance to the finals, a win made 
even more significant given that they only had four team members as compared to the other 
six-member teams.

The National Youth Cyber Defense Competition puts high school and middle school students 
in charge of securing virtual networks. The CyberPatriot XIV season began in October 2021 
with 5,254 teams across the country and around the globe ready to compete. Through a series 
of online competition rounds, teams were tested on their ability to find and fix cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities in virtual operating systems, all while maintaining critical services. The final 
competition was a mock situation with the competing teams trying to keep a company’s 
system up and running while under attack by a Red Team.

“It was an unbelievable experience,” Miller’s mother, Heather said. “The Pentagon’s director 
for cyber security was at the event. Northrup Grumman, an aerospace and defense company, 
was the presenting sponsor for the event. Companies like Cisco and Boeing and many others 
were also sponsors and were already trying to recruit these teenagers to come work for them.” 

Miller recently received his student pilot’s license and wants to go into the Coast Guard 
Academy or another top flight school after high school. He is the third generation to live in 
Ortega Forest and fifth generation to live in Jacksonville.

“Eli’s grandfather, my father, Robert League, loves to fly and took Eli to look at airplanes 
when he was little. His other grandfather flew planes for the military, so I have to believe they 
had an influence on Eli’s love of flying,” Heather Miller said.

Team captain Torin Sapp and assistant captain Eli Miller ran a CyberPatriot camp at Bishop 
Kenny during Summer 2021 to get fellow students interested in participating. The team started 
competing early in the fall of 2021 and then competed regionally at the end of 2021. They 
placed at the top of that competition to earn an invitation to CyberPatriot XIV.

“Master Chief, who is the Crusaders’ coach, said that Torin told him that before he retires 
Torin promised to take them to nationals,” Heather Miller said. Harris is retiring as master 
chief of the Bishop Kenny Naval Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (NJROTC) this school 
year, meaning Sapp has made good on his promise.

In addition to Sapp and Miller, other Bishop Kenny team members included senior Augie 
Gould and sophomore Sean Madigan.

Bishop Kenny Crusaders achieve finalist status in National 
Cyber Defense competition

Jim Bass, Crusader team mentor; Augie Gould, Torin Sapp, Eli Miller, Sean Madigan, Crusader team members; and Master Chief Petty Officer 
Kevin Harris, Crusader team coach

The Preschool in San Marco’s four-year-old VPK Whale Class is ready for the Easter Parade

By Supporting Daniel Today
Due to abuse, neglect or serious emotional issues, 
many local children don’t have the stable ground and 
nourishment necessary to grow into healthy, happy 
adults. Daniel’s experienced team can provide the 
support and tools they need to flourish, but we need 
your help.

YOUR DONATION CAN 
• supply counseling for abused children
• connect neglected children with foster families
• provide homeless teens with shelter and support
• strengthen and reunify high-risk families

Please Donate
danielkids.org | 904.296.1055

HELP LOCAL  
CHILDREN THRIVE

May 12  •  Times-Union Center
fscjartistseries.org
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Early in April the Episcopal rowing team traveled to Sarasota for 
the FSRA state championships and came away with three titles.  
Leading the way for the Episcopal School of Jacksonville Eagles 
was Reilly Shapiro '22 — lightweight single overall and scholastic 
state champion; Allie Alton '22 and Bradlie Hicks '23 (varsity 2 
boat) — second overall and scholastic state champions; and 
Nathaniel Raineault '25 (junior single) — third overall and scholastic 
state champion.

ESJ  rowing wins 
Scholastic State 
Championship

PREVENTABLE  Study

The University of Florida is studying if taking 
a statin might help to prevent DEMENTIA, 
DISABILITY, and HEART DISEASE.
Who may qualify:  
• 75 or older • NOT taking a statin  
• No history of heart disease or dementia

Compensation is provided. 
All study visits can be completed from your 
home or in person. If interested, contact us 
at 904-244-4690.

256 East Church Street
Jacksonville, FL 32202

(904) 356-5507 • JaxCathedral.org

Download 
the St. John’s 
Cathedral App

Listen to morning devotions, 
sermons, the Sunday livestream, 

and more on your phone.

CHECK IT OUT!

COME INSIDE!COME INSIDE!

Students at San Jose Episcopal Day School 
have recently been able to return to their usual 
weekly worship service, which includes Holy 
Communion, an integral part of the school’s 
Episcopal identify. 
SJEDS sixth graders are also learning to become 
master acolytes. Katie Foster, sixth grade 
teacher of language arts and social studies, 
teaches them about the church’s symbols, 
seasons, colors and ways they can help during 
the Eucharist.

San Jose Episcopal Day School traditions return

Acolytes, under the direction of sixth grade teacher Katie Foster, who teaches language 
arts and social studies at San Jose Episcopal Day School

Annie Thornton fell in love with the art of dance at the age of three and 
has loved performing on stage since she was a child. Though it started 
with dance, she found a new love for theatre in high school, where she 
began dreaming of performing on Broadway. 

Annie’s dreams of performing on Broadway began to take shape during 
her junior year at Bishop Kenny. As the school was shut down as part of 
the lockdown protocol in response to COVID-19, Annie began a new dream 
of performing for Disney. Little did she know, this dream would come to 
fruition very soon. 

In July of 2021, Annie began her Disney journey. After several rounds 
of auditions to perform abroad in Paris, Hong Kong, Japan, Shang-Hai, 
and domestic locations in Hollywood and Orlando, Annie received an 
in-person call-back from Tokyo. She shared, “I just kept my head down 
so as not to be distracted by my nerves and tendency to compare myself 
with others. I kept praying that whatever God wants will happen.” It was 
more than a month before she heard back, and on December 16 she was 
invited to join the Disney crew as a face-character performer in Tokyo. 

Annie left for Tokyo on Friday, April 1, and will spend the next three 
months in training and rehearsals before beginning her new role as a 
friend of the Disney princesses. She will remain in Tokyo for a full year 
while also completing her college courses at Santa Fe College. Annie plans 
to return home next April in time to watch her brother JP graduate from 
Bishop Kenny before deciding what the next leg of her journey will entail.

Thornton heads to Disney Tokyo

Third Thursdays | 5 - 8 P.M.
southbank riverwalk

DTJax.com/sipandstroll



BRIAN SANDERS
2021 Art Museum Dr. #115
P 904.525.7236
C 904.881.9744
BrianS@SeniorCareJax.com

BUS I N ESS  P ROF I L E

That Ghandi said it has been disproved, but, 
nonetheless, the statement is still powerful – 

“You must be the change you wish to see in 
the world.” Rita and Brian Sanders are living 
out that belief in their new endeavor, Seniors 
Helping Seniors®, which began helping 
Jacksonville seniors in April. Using a unique 
peer-to-peer model, their goal is to empower 
seniors to continue to live independent lives 
by taking care of day-to-day tasks that become 
challenging as people age. 

“When my grandmother needed additional 
care at the end of her life, everyone in the family 
turned to me for where to get assistance, and 
I was at a loss to find help. Ever since then we 
have talked about how we can position ourselves 
to help seniors,” shared Brian. He grew up in 
Macclenny, lived in Avondale for many years, 
and became quite familiar with the nature of 
the area.

Especially in Jacksonville’s historic 
neighborhoods, many seniors have lived in 
their homes for decades, with a significant 
number of homes being owned generationally. 
Their greatest wish is to remain in the place 
where they have cherished memories, their 
personal belongings and a sense of pride, as 
well as security.

In San Marco, San Jose and St. Nicholas, 
roughly 16% of residents are 65+, based on 
U.S. zip codes. The U.S. Census Bureau reported 

that 13.8% of Jacksonville citizens are age 65+, 
with 51.6% being female.

Pennsylvania-based Seniors Helping Seniors’® 
peer-to-peer model matches active seniors 
with less-active seniors to provide in-home 
care. As its website states, it is based on two 
simple ideas: Seniors can help each other age 
more happily and gracefully, and seniors who 
give, and those who receive, benefit equally.

The President of the international organization 
is Namrata Yocom-Jan, whose mother, Kiran 
Yocum, worked with Mother Teresa for 14 
years. Mother Teresa’s influence on Kiran was 
the inspiration behind Seniors Helping Seniors®, 
which she launched in 1998 and began 
franchising in 2006.

“Yocum realized that a caregiver closer to 
the client’s generation more easily developed 
a personal relationship and camaraderie that 
goes well beyond providing just basic care. 
Coming from a similar generation, they can 
identify with issues that the client is experiencing,” 
said Brian.

“Hiring active seniors to work with less-active 
seniors offers a lot of benefits,” he said. “A 
mature workforce offers a lot of advantages”, 
he said.  “As our caregivers are doing this 
because they want to stay active and assist 
others, they tend to focus on the person’s 
needs, and they also understand the needs 
as they are aging themselves! Their work ethic 

and dedication to those they assist is unparalleled 
in the homecare industry!”

“We want to have a personal relationship 
with every client and family,” said Rita. “We 
give out our cell phone numbers to our clients 
and their families. We work to provide a highly 
individualized service.” Seniors Helping 
Seniors® provides care from three hours to 24 
hours a day.

Sanders has worked in the mental health 
and social services field for 36 years, including 
more than eight years for the Northeast Florida 
State Hospital, the state psychiatric institution; 
and then working with The Arc Jacksonville 
that serves people with disabilities.

 His wife, Rita, was an intensive-care nurse 
in her native Hungary and worked in Africa 
before moving to the United States. They met 
at Empowerment Programs Inc. led by Brian 
to help people with intellectual differences 
remain in their own homes. The couple will 
continue to operate Empowerment. 

Seniors Helping Seniors’® cost to clients 
depends on services provided and the amount 
of hours needed. In most cases, however, the 
cost is privately paid. They are also becoming 
a provider for the Veterans Administration so 
that they can assist veterans who have been 
approved for services by the VA.

Services are tailored to each client’s specific 
needs and may include companionship, light 

housekeeping, cooking and shopping, assistance 
with personal care, pet care, light handyman 
services and small repairs, yard work, and so 
much more.

Even simple chores like medication reminders, 
mailing letters and bills, safety and fall 
prevention can be handled. Seniors can also 
be escorted to appointments and events, have 
errands run and provide companionship for 
outings and trips. The services can also be 
tailored to provide reprieve for families 
handling dementia and Alzheimer’s 
responsibilities. 

To inquire about services provided by 
Seniors Helping Seniors®, call 904-525-7236 
or visit https://seniorcarejax.com/. 

SENIORS HELPING SENIORS® ENABLES IN-HOME, EMPOWERED LIVING
Active seniors helping their less active peers age gracefully in place

RITA SANDERS
2021 Art Museum Dr. #115
P 904.525.7236
C 904.514.2472 
RitaS@SeniorCareJax.com

IN COLLABORATION WITH THE CITY OF JACKSONVILLE
MEMORIAL PARK ASSOCIATION PRESENTS

A MEMORIAL
CONCERT & PICNIC

WHEN

WHERE

Monday, May 30, 2022
starts at 6:30 P.M.

Memorial Park
1620 Riverside Ave. 

FREE
CONCERT 

FEATURING

NAVY BAND SOUTHEAST 

LEARN MORE AT
www.memparkjax.org/event

BRING FOLDING CHAIRS OR BLANKETS

MAY 10
TIMES-UNION

CENTER

fscjartistseries.org

Featuring songs from: The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Kinks,  Dusty Springfield, Petula Clark, 
Gerry and the Pacemakers, Lulu,  The Animals, The Dave Clark Five, The Zombies, The Who, and many more…

May 13 • Times-union center

The songs that changed the world & inspired a generation
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Amid five decades of change, Ginny Stine Romano 
and R. Ward Lariscy have managed to maintain a 
consistent friendship. Living and working close by, 
shopping and socializing in the same circles, and 
even traveling together—sometimes a state or two 
away, and sometimes abroad. These two friends 
have been doing life side by side for the past 50 years.

They met as neighbors when they had bought 
houses at the same time in San Marco—Romano, a 
Jacksonville native, on Largo Road and Lariscy, from 
Savanna, Georgia, on Balis Place. They still reside 
in the same houses, only three doors apart.

The careers of Romano and Lariscy are what led 
them beyond neighbors to becoming friends. Both 
professional interior designers, Romano offered to 
introduce Lariscy to the city’s resources when he 
was new in town. Their decorating takes different 
directions, and they have never been competitors. 
In fact, they are staunch supporters of each other’s 
work, even sharing samples from their libraries. 
Though for years their businesses have coexisted on 
San Marco Boulevard, only four blocks apart, they’ve 
each maintained their own clientele. “That’s why 
we could stay friends,” Lariscy said as they both 
giggled.

“When you’re an interior designer, that pretty much 
is what you do, and everything revolves around that,” 
Romano said. So, much of her and Lariscy’s activities 
are associated with their careers. Both specialists, 
they attend the same design events and conferences. 
Recently, they went together to an awards banquet 
for the American Society of Interior Designers (ASID), 
a professional society.

Romano and Lariscy are collectors. Luckily, they 
have different passions so that they can search for 
items for each other when they’re not searching 
together. They journey to Atlanta regularly to Scott 
Antique Markets. “We alert each other to interesting 
things,” Romano said. She collects black forest 
memorabilia for her North Carolina mountain house, 
items like wood-carved bears and Bavarian trinkets. 
Lariscy has traveled several times to visit Romano 

and her husband there. For her Florida home, she 
has an eye for Limoges porcelain and Battersea 
boxes. Lariscy searches for Parian, a scarce white 
marble. He collects it for personal use and for design 
projects. Lariscy said, “That way we stay friendly 
because if we collected the same things—” Romano 
finished Lariscy’s sentence, “Then we’d be fighting 
over them.”

They’re both creative in other ways, too. In addition 
to his business on San Marco Boulevard, Lariscy 
owns a gift shop in San Marco Square, The Wardroom 
Ltd. He handmakes greeting cards to sell there among 
a host of other novelties. And he carries a line of pin 
cushions, too, which Romano fashions from antique 
teacups.

Not only are they neighbors and friends, professionals 
without being competitors, but also Romano and 
Lariscy are both exemplary residents. They have 
often worked together for the good of the community, 
attending zoning meetings and keeping their 
respective homes and yards in good repair. “It invites 
other people to come to the neighborhood because 
they want to be part of something that’s quality,” 
said Romano. She and Lariscy both volunteer in 
offering paint coloring advice to homeowners and 
businesses. If it impacts San Marco, they are involved.

Giving to local nonprofits is another value these 
two friends share. Over the years, they have donated 
their time and talents to San Marco’s playhouse, 
Theatre Jacksonville; Romano designed the lobby, 
and Lariscy decorated stage sets. Both are long-time 
supporters of the efforts of the San Marco Preservation 
Society. In fact, Romano had served on the Board 
for a decade. They’ve each chaired the annual Holiday 
Tour of Homes. Both have been participators in 
Luminaria, and they each cooked different dishes 
for Twelfth Night parties. Romano and Lariscy attend 
many of the same fundraising social events, like the 
annual Wolfson’s Arts & Antiques Show.

When asked if they disagree on anything, considering 
how much they share, Romano said, “We have 
enough in common that we don’t have to dredge 
up something that could be a disagreeable subject.” 
Lariscy confirmed, “We don’t talk politics.”

Of her long-time friendship with Lariscy, Romano 
said, “It’s enduring, no matter what has happened 
with time, with business, with neighborhood 
changes—and there have been many.”

Ortega Computer RepairOrtega Computer Repair

 Monday - Friday: 9:30am-5:00pm

Bryan Arnold 

904.410.0127
Ocr.410.0127@gmail.com
OrtegaComputerRepair.com

Get rid of 
moms 
viruses!

Don’t waste time on flowers…

LOCAL FOLKS
BY MARY WANSER 
Resident Community NewsFriends, 

Ginny and Ward

SPECIALIZING IN ANTIQUE RESTORATION
Call 904.435.3379

Ward Lariscy and Ginny Stine Romano, London Taxi, January 1985

Ward Lariscy and Ginny Stine Romano

One of Jacksonville’s best 
kept secrets for discount 
furniture & more!

Come see our huge selection at…

6612 SAN JUAN AVENUE  |  HOURS: TUE-SAT 9-5:30  |  904.786.5424  |  VIKTORSPAYLESS.COM

This Mother ’s Day…This Mother ’s Day…
give her LEATHER instead of  

chocolate, it lasts longer!
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A not-for-profit agency sponsored by the 
organized Jacksonville Jewish community.

Enjoy the Retirement Lifestyle  
You Deserve

Nestled on the sprawling 40-acre River Garden campus, 
members of The Coves enjoy a lively environment that 
offers comfort, safety and maintenance-free living. Come 
see for yourself why our members love the spacious 
garden apartments, fine-dining and a broad range of 
clubhouse activities.

Schedule a Visit Today  
RiverGarden.org/TheCoves  
(904) 292.2683 

1-Bedrooms Available 

Tour Apartments 
No “Buy-In” Required

Butch Frazier 
retiring, closing 
Ortega jewelry store

Butch Frazier has announced that after 45 
years in business, he will be retiring and 
closing his Ortega jewelry store at the end 
of this month. He is liquidating his entire 
selection.

Butch Frazier is a local through and 
through. He was born at St. Vincent’s 
Hospital and grew up on San Juan Avenue 
before his family moved to Ortega Farms. 
He attended Fishweir Elementary and Lake 
Shore Junior High before graduating from 
Nathan B. Forrest High School in 1964. 

Frazier’s passion for fine jewelry began 
in 1963 at 17 years old when he landed his 
first job as a stock boy at Zales in Cedar 
Hills. This small endeavor sparked a lifelong 
career in the industry. After leaving Zales 
in 1971, Frazier joined W.L. Sutton Company, 
a jewelry wholesaler in Southside, where 
he continued mastering his skills and 
developing his craft. Six years afterwards, 
he and his late wife, Carol, decided to 
venture out on their own. In 1977, they 
opened Frazier Jewelers in a small corner 
of Carter’s Pharmacy.

It didn’t take long for Frazier to develop 
a reputation of trust with customers. In 
time, he renovated the space, partitioning 
it off from the rest of the pharmacy. With 
the growth in business, came the need for 
more help. His sister, Gina, joined in sales 
and, eventually, held a management 
position. Frazier’s daughter, Merry, joined 
her dad and aunt shortly after her mom 
passed in October 2019. In addition to 
family members, the store has three long-
term and loyal associates on staff. “I’ve 
had lots of help along the way,” Frazier 
said.

For more than four decades, Frazier 
Jewelers has been an established local 
source for exquisite jewelry and unrivaled 

service, earning clients’ confidence. One 
facet of having been a neighborhood store 
for so many years that Frazier particularly 
enjoys is that most of his customers know 
each other and many are related to each 
other. He has witnessed many a reunion 
at his store, particularly at holiday time, 
when natives return home from out of 
town to visit family. Times too numerous 
to count, Frazier has known what bracelet 
a wife would be getting for her anniversary 
or what pendant a daughter would receive 
for her graduation. “But we’ve never 
divulged such secrets,” Frazier assured.

Upon his retirement, Frazier plans to 
tend to some touch-up projects on his 
house. More importantly, “I want to become 
versed in the kitchen,” he said. He desires 
to learn healthy cooking habits as he deals 
with heart disease, and he has been taking 
classes for cardiac rehab.  

Frazier appreciates that the community 
has made his business a proud Jacksonville 
tradition, and he is grateful for all the 
kind wishes he’s received from the 
community as his retirement nears. “We 
cherish the friendships we have forged 
with our customers; it’s been very gratifying. 
We would love to see you again before 
closing our doors forever,” he said.

To commemorate the store’s legacy, 
Frazier is holding a huge Going Out of 
Business sale. Expect up to 70% off 
engagement rings, wedding bands, pendants, 
bracelets, earrings, and timepieces. Included 
in the sale are high-quality pieces crafted 
with 18K gold and diamonds, designer 
jewelry from Simon G., estate jewelry, 
pre-owned merchandise, and a Rolex 
watch.

Explore more in the store on Monday 
through Friday 10-5:30, Saturday 10-4, or 
call 904-388-7788. Frazier Jewelers, family-
owned and operated for 45 years at the 
same Ortega location, next to Carter’s 
Pharmacy. 2925 Corinthian Avenue, 
Jacksonville, 32210.

BY MARY WANSER 
Resident Community News

Butch Frazier

ElderSource, SAGE Present Age Your Way Workshops 
for LGBTQ Seniors
Five-Part Series Funded by The LGBTQ Fund at the 
Community Foundation for Northeast Florida
Age Your Way is the name and theme of a new 
five-part series of online workshops beginning 
this month for LGBTQ older adults. The 
educational series, sponsored by the LGBTQ 
Fund at the Community Foundation for 
Northeast Florida, is presented by ElderSource 
and SAGE, a national advocacy and services 
group for LGBTQ elders.

The 90-minute workshops will be presented 
live using Zoom online meeting software. 
They are free, but advanced registration is 
required. Each of the five workshops will 

feature a panel of experts who will candidly 
discuss issues that older LGBTQ seniors face, 
along with a 30-minute live question and 
answer period. 

Subject matter experts from organizations 
such as Lambda Legal, Consumer Voice, 
National Center on Elder Abuse and a Florida 
elder law attorney will discuss how to protect 
your assets, honoring your end-of-life wishes, 
and nursing home and housing rights.

For more information and to register, please 
visit MyElderSource.org/AgeYourWay.
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THE WAY WE WERE

BY MARY WANSER 
Resident Community News

was sponsored by the Mormon Church located 
on the corner of Park and Copeland Streets in 
Riverside.

When he wasn’t playing sports, Spradley 
was at Jacksonville Beach meeting girls. Other 
times, he was with Vernon Peterson, whose 
neighbor allowed him to drive a converted 
old, door-less car with a flatbed built onto the 
back of it with no tag. “We ran everywhere in 
that piece of junk truck,” Spradley said. Leighton 
Boyette was usually with them, driving all 
around the west side of Jacksonville. Mrs. 
Boyette and Spradley’s mom worked together 
at Armour and Company, a meat packaging 
business.

“I was a decent athlete,” Spradley also said. 
He was Paxon’s football captain. The coach 
was John Axton, whose wife, Mae, was like a 
second mom to Spradley and who was co-writer 
of “Heartbreak Hotel” made famous by Elvis 
Presley. One of the Axtons two sons, Hoyt, was 
known for having written “Joy to the World” 
made famous by the band Three Dog Night.   
Spradley still keeps in touch with football 
players from the rival teams of Landon, DuPont, 
Jackson, and Lee. In fact, most of Lee’s players 
were Spradley’s former classmates from Gorrie, 
including Carl Cochran and Dalton Bray. Monty 
Crook was Lee’s captain, and he went on to 
coach professional teams as a career. To this 
day, a group of a dozen or so of the guys now 
in their 80s from Jacksonville’s school classrooms 
and football fields meet for breakfast every 
Thursday morning.

Spradley was one of five Paxon graduates in 
his class who had earned a 
full football scholarship to 
Florida State University 
(FSU). There, he pursued a 
degree in criminology while 
on and off the field due to 
various injuries. While in 
college, he married and 
started a family. Before 
graduating, he had left for a 
time to enter the United 
States Coast Guard Reserve. 
He did six months of active 
duty and would remain in 
the Reserve for 30 years before 
retiring as Lieutenant 
Commander. Upon graduation 
from FSU, Spradley landed a 
spot as a classification officer 
by the Florida Department of 
Corrections.

In 1962, Spradley was 
employed with the Special 
Office of Naval Intelligence, 
currently known as Naval 
Criminal Investigative Service 
(NCIS). The nature of Spradley’s 
work and the missions to which 
he had been assigned required him to move 
throughout and beyond Florida over the years, 
with a couple of stints at NAS Jax before and 
after serving in Vietnam from 1970-71. By this 
time, Spradley had four children who were 
living with his wife in Orange Park, even while 
he was stationed in Virginia when he returned 
to the States.

Not only did Spradley own a home in Orange 
Park but also co-owned Triple C Western Wear 
on Highway 17 in Orange Park, a business he 
had gotten into when one of his daughters 
decided that she liked horses. His partner was 
Dr. Tim Carter, OD, a respected Jacksonville 
optometrist who recently passed away.

Spradley’s career highlights comprise a 
lengthy list. To name a couple, he spent two 
decades as a Special Agent with the United 
States Secret Service. He protected five different 
presidents: Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, and 
G.H.W. Bush. Upon his retirement from the 
Secret Service, Spradley was employed by the 
governor of South Carolina to oversee and 

coordinate the FEMA efforts that followed 
Hurricane Hugo.

“I’ve been very fortunate and very blessed. 
At 82 years old, I’ve done an awful lot, gone to 
a lot of places, and had a lot of good things 
happen,” Spradley said. He admits that he’s 
experienced tragedy, too, that he’s learned to 
deal with. In 2005, his first-born son died in a 
car accident at age 43. Spradley cared for his 
son’s children for a time afterwards.

It was in South Carolina that Spradley met 
his present wife of 38 years, Diane. They reside 

in Orange Park with two canine fur babies. 
From his four children, Spradley has 10 
grandchildren and three greats. For them, he 
self-published an autobiography in 2012 entitled 
Exploits of a Federal Agent: My Story - My Life 

- My Way. It’s available on Amazon.

Clayton M. 
Spradley

A man with Riverside roots. A former football 
star. A retired veteran with officer’s rank. Over 
four decades in various areas of law enforcement. 
A published author. An 82-year-old mind that 
remembers the exact addresses of places he’s 
lived, which he admits “is amazing!” This is 
Clayton M. Spradley of Orange Park.

Spradley was born at home in Lake City, 
Florida on October 10, 1939 and moved to 
Jacksonville as the youngest of three when he 
was a year old. His parents, Roy and Ethel, 
settled the family in Riverside on a dirt road at 
612 Florence Street, a corner house with a 
bathroom on an outside porch and running 
water, but only cold. It was the early 40s, and 
they had an ice box in the kitchen. Twice weekly, 
the iceman would come on his buggy, pulled 
by Dixie the mule, to make a delivery. An indoor 
skating rink was built across the street where 
Spradley began working at 8 years old. His dad 
had been a prison guard and then worked in 
the dairy industry while attending night classes 
to learn welding as WWII raged on.

Spradley attended Central Riverside Elementary 
School through most of the third grade. In 1949, 
his parents bought a home, one with hot running 
water, at 3107 Lowell Avenue in the Woodstock 
Park area; so, Spradley transferred to Annie R. 
Morgan Elementary School where he repeated 
the third grade due to what he suspects was 
likely undiagnosed dyslexia. There, he met one 
of several crushes, a chubby girl named Helen. 
At 11, he landed a job as a carryout boy at Jax 
Meat Market, a grocery store three miles from 
home.

Spradley remained at Morgan through sixth 
grade before moving up to John Gorrie Junior 
High for the next three years. During that time, 
a fourth child was born to the family when 
Spradley had just turned 14. No longer the 
baby of the family, Spradley was a hard worker 
and an avid sportsman. “I played everything 
at Gorrie,” he said.

Back then, Lackawanna Park with its swimming 
pool was the gathering spot for kids from the 
Riverside area and the developing Paxon area. 

“That was the meeting place,” Spradley said.
There was also Green Street Park off King 

Street, which was commonly known as The 
Cow Pasture. “Every kid who ever grew up in 
that part of Riverside at that time went over 

there and played,” Spradley said, referring to 
the wide range of unorganized sporting activities 
that went on. Later, Woodstock Park became 
the place for organized ball teams for youth. 
That’s also the place where Spradley boxed for 
the first time; Wally Tanner beat him.

Spradley completed 10th through 12th grades 
at Paxon High, a new school at that time. He 
was a member of Paxon’s second graduating 
class and dubbed Star Graduate. While in high 
school, Spradley achieved Eagle Scout rank, 
having been a scout since junior high. “I’m 
very proud of that,” he said, and commented 
on what an accomplishment that was for a boy 
from “a tough neighborhood.” His troop 122 
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IN LOVING MEMORY ...brought to you by Hardage-Giddens Funeral Homes

Dr. Augustus Norman Sharp III was born on June 20, 1938 
in Atlanta, Georgia to Augustus II and Mary Schane Sharp.

He was graduated from Alfred I. DuPont High School 
where he participated in the ROTC program. An honor 
student, Norman earned his undergraduate and dental 
degree from Emory University- being awarded the honor of 
“Emory Wheel” for being first in his dental class.

After serving in the US Army, Dr. Sharp practiced 
dentistry in Jacksonville for 50 years.

Norman and his soulmate Mary shared a love of adventure; 
they traveled the world, enjoying their 59 years of marriage. 
For over 40 years, with his copilot Mary, he flew his Cessna 
on numerous trips to their island home in Hope Town, the 
Abacos where they enjoyed times with friends. Norman 
Sharp was gifted with a resourceful and creative mindset; he 
could accomplish almost anything. An excellent carpenter 
and designer, he was an expert sailor and navigator who 
raced locally in Jacksonville and cruised the Bahama Islands.

His survivors include: daughter Jane Synnestvedt; 
grandchildren Alec, Garth (Summer) and Emma 
Synnestvedt and great grandson Leo. A funeral service 
was held at the Hardage-Giddens Oaklawn Legacy 
Lodge on Monday, April 11, 2022 with the Reverend 
Neely Towe officiating. In lieu of flowers memorial 
donations may be made to The Parkinson’s Foundation 
or Samaritan’s Purse.

Edward Jaber Farhat, Sr., (Eddie), 84,  passed away 
Monday, March 28, 2022. He was born on November 17, 
1937, in Ramallah, Palestine, to the late Jaber and Miriam 
Michael Farhat. He immigrated with his parents in 1946 to 
Jacksonville, Florida. After graduating from Paxon High 
School in 1955, he went on to serve eight years in the 
National Guard.

 In 1966, he married his loving wife of 56 years, Saundra 
Haddad Farhat, and they were blessed with three of the most 

wonderful, loving, and kind children, Jay Farhat (Renee), 
Tammy Lee, and Michael Farhat (Melissa), and seven 
grandchildren, who were the light of his life:  Davis, Sydnie, 
and Ava Lee; Justin and Colin Farhat; Kaley and Brayden 
Farhat. He is also survived by his sisters, Grace Abboud 
(Richard) and Kathy Rukab, and his brother, Johnny Farhat 
(Sandy), and numerous nieces, nephews, and cousins.

 He was in the wholesale paper business for over 49 years 
and owned and operated Pioneer Paper & Plastics until his 

retirement. He was a member of Lakewood Presbyterian 
Church, Ramallah-American Club, Salaam Club, the 
Scottish Rite, Morocco Shrine, and Duval Lodge.

 Funeral services were held on Friday, April 1, 
2022, at Lakewood Presbyterian Church with burial at 
Oaklawn Cemetery.

 In lieu of flowers, please make donations to 
Lakewood Presbyterian Church or Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital.

Dr. Augustus Norman Sharp III

Edward Jaber Farhat, Sr. (Eddie)

June 20, 1938 – April 6, 2022

November 17, 1937 – March 28, 2022

WE INVITE YOU TO EXPLORE HARDAGE-GIDDENS AMENITIES
THE LEGACY LODGE EVENT CENTER

.

Jody Brandenburg, President 
Matt Tucci, Director of Operations

“Hardage-Giddens shares its Core Values of Respect, Integrity, Enduring Relationships, and Service  
Excellence and thanks you for Generations of families served here in Jacksonville and the surrounding areas.   

Please allow us the honor in creating a lasting Celebration of Life for many Generations to come.”

HARDAGE-GIDDENS OAKLAWN 
CHAPEL & CEMETERY

4801 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville 
904-737-7171

HARDAGE-GIDDENS MANDARIN
FUNERAL HOME

11801 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville
904-288-0025

HARDAGE-GIDDENS, RIVERSIDE 
MEMORIAL PARK & FUNERAL HOME

7242 Normandy Blvd., Jacksonville
904-781-9262

HARDAGE-GIDDENS GREENLAWN
CEMETERY

4300 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville
904-396-2522

HARDAGE-GIDDENS EDGEWOOD
FUNERAL HOME

729 S Edgewood Ave., Jacksonville
904-388-2711

HARDAGE-GIDDENS HOLLY HILL
FUNERAL HOME & MEMORIAL PARK

3601 Old Jennings Rd., Middleburg
904-282-9336

HARDAGE-GIDDENS GREENLAWN
FUNERAL HOME AND CEMETERY

4300 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville
904-396-2522

BEACHES CHAPEL 
BY HARDAGE-GIDDENS

1701 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville Beach
904-249-2374

HARDAGE-GIDDENS RIVERMEAD 
FUNERAL HOME

127 Blanding Blvd., Orange Park
904-264-2481

HARDAGE-GIDDENS CHAPEL HILLS
FUNERAL HOME & GARDENS

850 St. Johns Bluff Road N, Jacksonville
904-641-9755



Stroke Risk Scorecard
For each category in blue, check the box that applies to you in red, yellow or green.

Each box that applies to you equals 1 point. Total your score at the bottom 
of each column and compare with the stroke risk levels on the right.

RISK FACTOR HIGH RISK CAUTION LOW RISK

Blood Pressure n >140/90 or unknown n 120-139/80-89 n <120/80

Atrial Fibrillation n Irregular heartbeat n I don’t know n Regular heartbeat

Smoking n Smoker n Trying to quit n Nonsmoker

Cholesterol n >240 or unknown n 200-239 n <200

Diabetes n Yes n Borderline n No

Exercise n Couch potato n Some exercise n Regular exercise

Diet n Overweight n Slightly overweight n Healthy weight

Stroke in Family n Yes n Not sure n No

TOTAL SCORE n   High Risk n    Caution n    Low Risk

Call 202-4YOU (4968) to find a Baptist 
Primary Care physician or neurologist.

High Risk >_ 3: Ask about stroke prevention right away.

Caution 4-6: A good start. Work on reducing risk.

Low Risk 6-8: You’re doing very well at controlling stroke 
risk!

baptistjax.com/stroke

Check your risk 
You can prevent a stroke. 

B E F A S T

BE FAST and CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY at any sign of a stroke:

Balance
Is there a sudden  
loss of balance  

or coordination?

Eyes
Is there sudden  

trouble seeing out of  
one or both eyes?

Face
Is one side of the  
face drooping?  
Ask the person  

to smile.

Arm (or Leg)
Is an arm or leg  
numb or weak?

Speech
Does the person  

have sudden 
trouble speaking or 

understanding?

Time is Brain!! 
Call for help  
immediately.   

If known, take note  
of when the  

symptoms began.
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